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                CHAPTER-1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

“A translated text, whether prose or poetry or non-fiction, is judged acceptable by most 

publishers, reviewers and readers when it reads fluently, when the absence of any linguistic 

or stylistic peculiarities makes it seem transparent, giving the appearance that it reflects the 

foreign writer’s personality or intention or the essential meaning the foreign text_ the 

appearance, in other words, that the translation is not in fact a translation, but the original.” 

(Venuti, 1995) 

The testimonial on translation above by Venuti (1995) is quite interesting and it may be 

impossible to see such translations. In this regard, to achieve the maximum equivalence to the 

translation, it is very important to examine the translation from the perspective of culture. In 

my thesis in the present research, I would like to present the outcome based on the systematic 

reading of the selected novel i.e. ‘Rajashekara Charitra’ popularly known as first novel in 

Telugu language. After examining the text from both linguistic and cultural aspects, I 

understood that there is a lot of scope to analyze many sentences and expressions including 

specific words for their cultural specificity. 

 

At this point, cultural aspect in my sense is to examine the words, sentences and expressions 

which cannot be translated into the target language exactly in their sense. I could find many 

words and expressions used in the source text which are rich in both regional culture and 

Hindu Culture which is the culture of the sub-continent i.e. India and society in post-

independence period. Hence, I started reviewing the theories related to the cultural 

implications and trying to analyze them in my first chapter to make use of their models. 

 

The first chapter also focuses on the difficulties of Translation of two different languages that 

result from differences between the two cultures. I started the activity of translation from 

Telugu to English, although the text has one translation of an American Rev. Hutchinson 

(1886). Since there are ambiguities in the Hutchinson’s translation, I am re-translated some of 

the cultural specific paragraphs. It shows a brief analysis of translating some selected 

sentences or paragraphs, which are culturally problematic to translate properly. 
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1.0. Research Objectives 

The primary objective of this research is to highlight and analyze the regional (Telugu) 

culture related to various issues and subjects described in the selected novel. The research 

will be analyzed through the selected paragraphs which are emphasizing the cultural 

variations to the target culture in their translation. Hence, my objective is to analyze all these 

problems through these selected paragraphs and also through selected re-translations. This 

topic deals with various outcome oriented issues of local culture and other issues. Since my 

selected text is first of its kind in Telugu, and has only one translation available in 1886 for 

the source text, there is lot of scope to examine from the said aspect. 

 

1.2. Methodology 

To proceed for my research, I would first like to analyze the selected related theories which 

are explaining cultural implications and the significance of culture in translation and select 

one of them to examine the translation of Hutchinson including my self-translated paragraphs 

of the text, i.e. ‘Rajasekhara Charitra’, which is full of cultural specifications. 

 

1.3. Scope of the Research  

The book “Rajasekara Charitra”, which is considered as the first novel in Telugu Literature, 

written by Kandukuri Veresalingam, who was a social reformer, scholar cum poet, is full of 

terms and references related to Telugu culture in post independence including Indian culture, 

philosophy, Psychology and society. The source language i.e., Telugu, to the maximum 

extent borrows words from Sanskrit. Moreover, morphology to a large extent, syntax and 

semantics, adopted from Sanskrit are found aplenty in the selected text. Therefore, it is 

obvious, that the problem is three pronged. Kandukuri’s ‘Rajasekara Charitra’ is of special 

value to the translator and his western readership primarily as a ‘Tale of Hindu Domestic 

Life’ which is the subtitle added by the translator to his version of the text. 

In the process of cultural exchange, collision or conflict, discourse often becomes the site for 

power struggle. If the colonialist discourse of civilizing the barbaric native’ was turned into a 

new rhetoric of cultural resurgence in Kandukuri Veeresalingam’s ‘Rajasekara Charitra’, the 

dominant power re-appropriated it through translation. Interestingly, Rajasekara Charitra was 

the first Telugu novel translated into English. An American missionary Rev. Hutchinson 

translated Rajasekara Charitra into English in 1886 and published it as a serial in Madras 
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Christian College journal. It later appeared in book form in 1887 under the title ‘Fortune’s 

Wheel’. 

The various factors that motivated the production, translation and induction of this early 

novel into ‘English Writing’ are of interest to us. The colonial government encouraged the 

native elite to produce texts in sociological detail. In the process, this also was translated into 

English. 

Hutchinson’s translation of Kandukuri’s Rajasekara Charitra is very much a part of these 

colonial transactions. The translator makes the objective of his undertaking quite plain in his 

preface to the text.He says “that strong hold of Hinduism, the native home, has never yet 

been carried. It stands impregnable with rugged walls of caste prejudice and ancestral 

usage” (1887: iii) 

However, for Hutchinson, Kandukuri’s ‘Rajasekara Charitra’ is of special value to him as 

well as to his western readership primarily as a ‘Tale of Hindu Domestic Life’ (which is the 

subtitle added by translator). 

Hence, I thought it is significant to highlight such a great text’s translation from cultural 

aspect, where there are many cultural implications explained in the context of colonialism, 

post-independence and Hindu society. 

The first chapter examines various translation theories in order to analyze my thesis from the 

perspective of the problems of translation, especially from the theoretical framework. I am 

now presenting some of my notions related to translation and translators in view of the 

problems of translation. In this regard, I am reviewing some translation theorists who 

proposed their views on culture in translation. 

The present study involves an examination of the process of translation undertaken with 

regard to paragraphs from Telugu novel called “Rajasekhara Charitra” into English. An 

attempt is made in the study to understand the nature of translation, various processes 

involved and consequent problems with reference to translation pertaining to Rajasekhara 

Charitra from Telugu to English. 

Translation is a kind of activity which inevitably involves at least two languages and two 

cultural traditions (Toury 1978:200). As this statement implies, translators lastingly faced 

with the problem of how to treat the cultural aspects implicit in a source text (ST) and of 

finding the most appropriate technique of successfully conveying these aspects in the target 

language (TL). These problems may vary in scope depending on the cultural and linguistic 

gap between the two (or more) languages concerned (Nida 1964:130). 
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The cultural inferences for translation may take numerous forms ranging from lexical content 

and syntax to ideologies and ways of life in a given culture. The translator also has to decide 

on the significance given to certain cultural aspects and to what extent it is necessary or 

desirable to translate them into the TL. The aims of the ST will also have implications for 

translation as well as the intended readership for both the ST and the (TT). It is also an 

important aspect for the translator to determine how much missing background information 

should be provided by him. 

Considering all these cultural implications, this chapter will examine the importance of 

culture in translation through a literature review. The different general procedures of treating 

the cultural implications for translation will be examined. 

 

1.4. The Significance of ‘Culture’ in Translation 

The explanation of "culture" as given in the Concise Oxford Dictionary varies from 

descriptions of the "Arts" to plant and bacteria cultivation and includes a wide range of 

intermediary aspects. 

More specifically concerned with language and translation, Newmark defines culture as "the 

way of life and its manifestations that are peculiar to a community that uses a particular 

language as its means of expression" (1988:94), thus acknowledging that each language 

group has its own culturally specific features. He further clearly states that operationally he 

does "not regard language as a component or feature of culture" (Newmark 1988:95) in direct 

opposition to the view taken by Vermeer who states that "language is part of a culture" 

(1989:222). According to Newmark, Vermeer's stance would imply the impossibility to 

translate whereas for the latter, translating the source language (SL) into a suitable form of 

TL is part of the translator's role in trans-cultural communication. 

The notion of culture is essential to considering the implications for translation and, despite 

the differences in opinion as to whether language is part of culture or not, the two notions 

appear to be inseparable. Discussing the problems of correspondence in translation, Nida 

confers equal importance to both linguistic and cultural differences between the SL and the 

TL and concludes that "differences between cultures may cause more severe complications 

for the translator than do differences in language structure" (Nida, 1964:130). It is further 

explained that parallels in culture often provide a common understanding despite significant 

formal shifts in the translation.The cultural implications for translation are thus of significant 

importance as well as lexical concerns. 
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Lotman's theory states that "no language can exist unless it is steeped in the context of 

culture; and no culture can exist which does not have at its centre, the structure of natural 

language" (Lotman, 1978:211-32). Bassnett (1980: 13-14) underlines the importance of this 

double consideration when translating by stating that language is "the heart within the body 

of culture," the survival of both aspects being interdependent. Linguistic notions of 

transferring meaning are seen as being only part of the translation process; "a whole set of 

extra-linguistic criteria" must also be considered. As Bassnett further points out, "the 

translator must tackle the SL text in such a way that the TL version will correspond to the SL 

version. “To attempt to impose the value system of the SL culture into the TL culture is 

dangerous ground" (Bassnett, 1980:23). Thus, when translating, it is important to consider 

not only the lexical impact on the TL reader, but also the manner in which cultural aspects 

may be perceived and make translating decisions accordingly. 

A translator can face the cultural differences in translating because a translator cannot put the 

native culture in his paragraphs. Original author knows about the local culture and tradition 

but a foreign translator cannot elucidate how the real things are. It might be explained and 

translated from word to word. It does not give the real sense to the reader perfectly. 

 

1.5. General cultural allegations for translation 

Language and culture may thus be seen as being closely related and both aspects must be 

considered for translation. When considering the translation of cultural words and notions, 

Newmark proposes two opposing methods: transference and componential analysis 

(Newmark,1988:96). As Newmark mentions, transference gives "local colour" keeping 

cultural names and concepts. Although placing the emphasis on culture, meaningful to 

initiated readers, he claims this method may cause problems for the general readership and 

limit the comprehension of certain aspectsNida's definitions of formal and dynamic 

equivalence (Nida, 1964:129) may also be seen to apply when considering cultural 

implications for translation. According to Nida, a "gloss translation" mostly typifies formal 

equivalence where form and content are reproduced as faithfully as possible and the TL 

reader is able to "understand as much as he can of the customs, manner of thought, and means 

of expression" of the SL context (Nida, 1964:129). Contrasting with this idea, dynamic 

equivalence "tries to relate the receptor to modes of behaviour relevant within the context of 

his own culture" without insisting that he "understands the cultural patterns of the source-

language context" (idiom). 
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1.6. Cultural categories 

Adapting Nida, Newmark places "foreign cultural words" in several categories (Newmark 

1988:95-102). These aspects may be translated in different ways according to their role in the 

text and the aims for the TT reader. Newmark also states the relevance of componential 

analysis in translation "as a flexible but orderly method of bridging the numerous lexical 

gaps, both linguistic and cultural, between one language and another" (Newmark, 1988:123). 

 

1.7. Material culture 

"Food is, for many, the most sensitive and important expression of national culture; food 

terms are subject to the widest variety of translation procedures" (Newmark, 1988:97). The 

terms coming under this category are further complicated due to the "foreign" elements 

present. 

 

1.8. Gestures and habits  

 Peter Newmark also categorized the cultural words as follows: 

1) Ecology: flora, fauna, hills, winds, plains 

2) Material Culture: food, clothes, houses and towns, transport 

3) Social Culture: work and leisure 

4) Organizations Customs, Activities, Procedures 

5) Gestures and Habits 

He introduced contextual factors for translation process which include: 

1- Purpose of text  

2- Motivation and cultural, technical and linguistic level of readership 

3- Importance of referent in SL text 

4- Setting (does recognized translation exist?) 

5- Recency of word/referent 

6- Future or refrent. 

However, Newmark also stated the relevance of componential analysis in translation as a 

flexible but orderly method of bridging the numerous lexical gaps, both linguistic and 

cultural, between one language and another: 
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1. Naturalization:  

A strategy when a SL word is transferred into TL text in its original form. 

2. Couplet or triplet and quadruplet:  

Is another technique the translator adopts at the time of transferring, naturalizing or 

calques to avoid any misunderstanding: according to him it is a number of strategies 

combine together to handle one problem. 

3. Neutralization:  

Neutralization is a kind of paraphrase at the level of word. If it is at higher level it 

would be a paraphrase. When the SL item is generalized (neutralized) it is 

paraphrased with some culture free words. 

4. Descriptive and functional equivalent: 

In explanation of source language cultural item there are two elements: one is 

descriptive and the other one would be functional. Descriptive equivalent talks about 

size, color and composition. The functional equivalent talks about the purpose of the 

SL culture-specific word. 

5. Explanation as footnote:  

The translator may wish to give extra information to the TL reader. He would explain 

this extra information in a footnote. It may come at the bottom of the page, at the end 

of chapter or at the end of the book. 

6.  Cultural equivalent: The SL cultural word is translated by TL cultural word 

7. Compensation:  

A technique which is used when confronting a loss of meaning, sound effect, 

pragmatic effect or metaphor in one part of a text. The word or concept is 

compensated in other part of the text. 

In 1992, Lawrence Venuti mentioned the effective powers controlling translation. He 

believed that in addition to governments and other politically motivated institutions which 

may decide to censor or promote certain works, there are groups and social institutions which 

would include various players in the publication as a whole. These are the publishers and 

editors who choose the works and commission the translations, pay the translators and often 

dictate the translation method. They also include the literary agents, marketing and sales 

teams and reviewers. Each of these players has a particular position and role within the 

dominant cultural and political agenda of their time and place. Power play is an important 

theme for cultural commentators and translation scholars. In both theory and practice of 
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translation, power resides in the deployment of language as an ideological weapon for 

excluding or including a reader, a value system, a set of beliefs, or even an entire culture. 

In 1992, Mona Baker stated that S.L word may express a concept which is totally unknown in 

the target culture. It can be abstract or concrete. It maybe a religious belief, a social custom or 

even a type of food. In her book, In Other Words, she argued about the common non-

equivalents to which a translator overcomes while translating from SL into TL, while both 

languages have their distinguished specific culture. She put them in the following order: 

a) Culture specific concepts 

b) The SL concept which is not lexicalized in TL 

c) The SL word which is semantically complex 

d)  The source and target languages make different distinction in meaning 

e)  The TL lacks a super ordinate 

f) The TL lacks a specific term (hyponym) 

g)  Differences in physical or interpersonal perspective 

h)  Differences in expressive meaning 

i)  Differences in form 

j) Differences in frequency and purpose of using specific forms 

k) The use of loan words in the source text 

Mona Baker also believed that it is necessary for translator to have knowledge about 

semantics and lexical sets. Because in this case:  

• S/he would appreciate the “value” of the word in a given system knowledge and the 

difference of structures in SL and TL. This allows him to assess the value of a given 

item in a lexical set. 

• S/he can develop strategies for dealing with non-equivalence semantic field. These 

techniques are arranged hierarchically from general (superordinate) to specific 

(hyponym). 

In 1992, Coulthard highlighted the importance of defining the ideal reader for whom the 

author attributes knowledge of certain facts, memory of certain experiences plus certain 

opinions, preferences and prejudices and a certain level of linguistic competence. When 

considering such aspects, the extent to which the author may be influenced by such notions 
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which depend on his own sense of belonging to a specific socio-cultural group should not be 

forgotten.  

Coulthard stated that once the ideal ST readership has been determined, considerations must 

be made concerning the TT. He said that the translator's first and major difficulty is the 

construction of a new ideal reader who, even if he has the same academic, professional and 

intellectual level as the original reader, will have significantly different textual expectations 

and cultural knowledge.  

In the case of the extract translated here, it is debatable whether the ideal TT reader has 

"significantly different textual expectations", however his cultural knowledge will almost 

certainly vary considerably.  

Applied to the criteria used to determine the ideal ST reader it may be noted that few 

conditions are successfully met by the potential ideal TT reader. Indeed, the historical and 

cultural facts are unlikely to be known in detail along with the specific cultural situations 

described. Furthermore, despite considering the level of linguistic competence to be roughly 

equal for the ST and TT reader, certain differences may possibly be noted in response to the 

use of culturally specific lexis which must be considered when translating.  

Although certain opinions, preferences and prejudices may be instinctively transposed by the 

TT reader who may liken them to his own experience, it must be remembered that these do 

not match the social situation experience of the ST reader. Therefore, Coulthard mainly stated 

that the core social and cultural aspects remain problematic when considering the cultural 

implications for translation.  

Later, Forignization, on the other hand, entails choosing a foreign text and developing a 

translation method along lines which are excluded by dominant cultural values in target 

language. Ventuti considers the foreignizing method to be an ethnodeviant pressure on target 

language cultural values to register the linguistic and cultural difference of the foreign text, 

sending the reader abroad. According to him it is highly desirable in an effort to restrain the 

ethnocentric violence translation. The foreignizing method of translating, a strategy Venuti 

also termed ‘resistancy’ is a non-fluent or estranging translation style designed to make 

visible the persistence of translator by highlighting the foreign identity of ST and protecting it 

from the ideological dominance of the target culture.  
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In his later book ‘The Scandals of Translation’ Venuti insisted on foreignizing or, as he also 

called it, ‘minoritizing’ translatin, to cultivate a varied and heterogeneous discourse. As far as 

language is concerned, the minoritizing or foriegnizing method of Venuti’s translation comes 

through in the deliberate inclusion of foreignizing elements in a bid to make the translator 

visible and to make the reader realize that he is reading a translation of the work from a 

foreign culture. Foreignization is closely adherent to the ST structure and syntax.Venuti also 

said that the terms may change meaning across time and location. 

In 1996, Simon mentioned that cultural studies brings to translation an understanding of the 

complexities of gender and culture and it allows us to situate linguistic transfer. She 

considered a language of sexism in translation studies, with its image of dominance, fidelity, 

faithfulness and betrayal. She mentioned the seventeenth century image of “les belles 

infidels” (unfaithful beauties), translations into French that were artistically beautiful but 

unfaithful. She went further and investigated George Steiner’s male-oriented image of 

translation as penetration. 

Translation in the present scenario plays an important role in a multilingual country like 

India.Today in a globalized world, its role has become increasingly more demanding than it 

ever was.With the advent of electronic media and with a scenario where cultures are crossing 

the national boundaries, across the globe, the translation has become a tool that is an essential 

matter rather than desirable. 

 As per the Indian Constitution, Telugu is a spoken language of more than eight crores of 

people, spread across different continents. Frankly, English has achieved the status of a 

global language and any message put in the same would reach maximum number of people. 

Hence, there is a need to analyze regional cultural specifications for the better translations in 

future. 
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CHAPTER – 2 

 

Translation and Analysis of First three chapters of ‘Rajasekhara Charitra’ 

2.0 Introduction 

The present chapter deals with translation of text from Rajaselhara Charitra. I have translated 

the first three chapters and a problem in translation of cultural terms is also discussed in this 

chapter. 

2.1. Translation of Chapter-1 from ‘Rajasekhara Charitra’ 

Godavari was born on a high mountain near Nāsikatrayambak far away in the west. In 

the initial stages, her becoming wavelets resembling finger rings and bangles, she takes baby 

- steps in slopes near its pious place of birth. Then having spent some time there, she slowly 

starts to learn crawling delighting one and all. Then with sound not clearly expressed and a 

most pleasing ill formed gait she runs fast like an arrow. Then having reached big strong trees 

she lets go of the mother’s hold, seeking other roots and plays hide and seek by entering the 

jummi tree and then manifesting at a distance. Thus she travels through Vidarbha and other 

regions, pleasing men and women of all ages by giving sufficient water for drinking and 

bathing. Wherever she went, she gave life to the food crops and fruit-bearing trees. She 

decorates the land on both sides with green grass thus creating food for animal herds. On her 

way, deepening on each instant, she embraces the Vārdha, Manjīra, Penganga and others 

which came from afar hearing the arrival of Godavari and reached her carrying forest fruits 

and peacock feathers. As her maturity increasing with each new addition shows, she starts 

searching for husband. She sees Dhavalagiri from afar and starts singing melodiously in a 

high cadence, salutes Janārdanaswāmy, residing atop the Dhavalagiri by touching the feet of 

the mountain. The mountain Dhavalagiri which witnesses the romantic sight of Godavari 

uniting with her husband with her arms stretched out is situated near Rajamahendravaram 

famous as the jewel of Āndhra country. 

Though the mountain is not very tall, it presents a curious site as it is full of soft white 

rocks. Most likely, it got the name Dhavalagiri - meaning “white mountain” - due to these 

rocks. On the southern side from the base to the mountain top there are steps built with black 

stones. On both sides of the steps, there are houses of priests and other Vaiṣhnavas extending 
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some distance from the base and making a pleasant site. As one climbs along the steps one 

finds a small temple built of black stone on the mountain top. Around the temple on three 

sides there is a wall about the height of a man. However on the northern side the mountain 

peak serves as the wall raising above the walls at its feet and overlooking the temple’s spire. 

Within the temple compound there is a small cave. Folklore is that during their Araṇyavāsa  

Pāṇḍavas performed penance in this very cave. Presently there is a stone icon in that cave. 

Though this icon does not receive regular worship throughout the year, during the festival 

days one of the priests clears the cobwebs, cleans the icon, lights a lamp near it and stationing 

himself here the mouth of the cave conducts the pilgrims who come from various villages 

into the cave, shows them God and assures them that their ancestors are blessed for the price 

of Kāni (4 kānis equal to Aṇā). Once the festival days are over the priests place the ropes 

used to pull the chariot of the lord Janārdana swāmy in the cave and appoint the stone icon 

god to watch over the ropes, who does so without moving a foot and gets immersed in the job 

all the time - though he does not receive any wages or allowances. The preachers with 

enormous faith in the stone-icon-god rest without any worries and never come back till the 

ropes are needed again. Though men do not come back to visit the god thus devoid  of 

devotion small quadrupeds with great devotion stay all the nights near the stone icon god 

sleeping on plain floor till they accumulate enough demerit that men come in during festival 

days and chase them away. 

In the eastern side within the temple compound facing lord Janārdanaswāmy is a great 

flag pole. Small bells fixed on the top of flag pole keep moving in the wind and produce a 

melodious sound pleasing to the ear. In front of flag pole there is a statue of Ānjaneya, facing 

the god with folded hands. North of this statue and the flag pole, there is a large covered 

platform called Kalyāṇamaṇḍapam. During the festival days the utsava vigrahas are kept in 

this Kalyāṇamaṇḍapam and the lord’s marriage is performed with great pomp. 

On every Ekādaśi, Haribhajana is conducted in the night, in the Makhamantapa. 

Devotees of Hari wear basil garlands, apply religious marks called Ūrdhvapuṇḍras in a 

conspicuous manner and sing the names of god like “navaneetacora”, “ gopikābāla”, ‘ 

‘‘r ādhikālola” and “gopālabāla” using all their energy while clapping, sounding percussion 

instruments called mṛdańgās and playing stringed instruments called tamburas. While singing 

they eat a mixture of jaggery and black pepper to relieve their hoarse throat. Since they play 

their instruments with all their might while rigorously nodding their heads, occasionally the 
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cymbals and drums would break. Frequently one or the other devotees would be possessed by 

god and would lean on their back against the pillars. Those who do not know how to be 

possessed by god would look at these devotees and hold them to be the more pious the more 

abnormally the possessed devotees shout and sing. 

If somebody were to climb the hill during midday he would find the pleasant sight of 

goats reaching out to shrubs by lifting their forefeet and chewing those leaves while their kids 

of various hues skip and hop ahead of them; tiled houses standing tall as if berating palm - 

leaves - hatched houses heaped along south and east; and the soothing green fields with kāpus 

standing guard over them atop (manche) lofts wielding their sticks and making sounds of 

‘koi’ to scare away the birds, which still would occasionally dart from nearby bushes, pickup 

ears of grain and fly to the sky making sweet sounds to find a suitable branch on which to 

break the ear and eat the grain. Beyond that one would find shepherd boys sitting on the 

branches and playing flute so mellifluously that their herds stop grazing, lift their heads and 

listen with taut ears. In the west undivided Gowtami is a feast for the eyes with sunrise falling 

on sapphire like clear waters and scattering diamond like flashes; and with water birds of 

many species intent on catching fish bobbing up and down in the waters like balls of flowers. 

Near the foot of the hill, there are impressions of Rāma’s feet deeply etched on a 

black stone boulder. Everybody believes that these are footprints of Srīrāma formed while he 

was passing the area along with Sītha and Lakṣmana enroute to his cottage. Therefore many 

pilgrims come from even far-off places to visit these foot prints of Rāma, bathe in the 

undivided Gowthami, climb the hill and pray to Lord Janārdanaswāmy. There, they submit 

fruits and money as per their ability and some pilgrims also arrange the divine ceremony 

called Bhogamu. Since it is a pious place, all people irrespective of race and caste partake of 

prasāda of swāmy like Puliogaramu and Dadhyodanamu. After bringing the prasāda near 

each of their eyes by turn closed in contemplation of swamy’s grace, they eat carefully. After 

eating since it would be an affront to god to wash their hands they lift their palms high and 

paint the pillars and walls to the temple with the remnants in their hands. And as if that were 

not enough, they then polish their clothes with the same hands.  

There is a village spread to some distance on the south and east of this hill with the 

same name as the hill. However nowadays it is called Dhawaleṣwaramu. Immediately after a 

lighting stairs of the hill one would see a temple of Srī Agastyeṣwaraswāmy across the main 

street. As per the sthalapurāṇa Agastya consecrated the lord in that place while he was going 
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southward after subduing the arrogance of the Vindhya Mountain. A wide street runs from 

east to the west till Godavari between the steps and temple. Near the steps on the eastern side 

of the main street there is a rest house called Dharmachāvaḍi. It was initially built as a place 

where Brāhmins from outside and other travelers could sleep at night, but was now being 

used as a place where gentry of the village could gather at dawn and dusk and pass time by 

discussing various matters. 

One day, the sun rose decorating the eastern direction as a bindi would a woman’s 

face and was shining low in the sky as if the tips of the trees were gold-plated. Chirping birds 

of different species came out of their nests in the trees and went out in all directions in search 

of food, while shepherd boys carrying food prepared the night before went to the grazing 

fields along with their animal herds. Young maidens carrying baskets briskly followed them, 

as if competing with each other. The Kāpus were going to their fields with their short sticks 

on their shoulders and their ploughs tied up side down to the yoke of their bulls.  At that hour, 

one lean gentleman wearing his sacred thread like a garland, carrying a brass vessel shaped 

like a pot washed his feet and hands in Godavari, came to the bank, having gargled wore his 

sacred thread in the proper way. i.e. passing over the left shoulder and worn diagonally across 

his upper body and sitting on the rest house’s platform took out the bubble twig from his 

brass vessel and started cleaning his teeth. He was about forty years old and would no doubt 

be described as handsome but for the spots on his face; however they were not so marked that 

one could not bear his sight: only his face never begot the praise of others. His complexion 

was fair with a pink tinge; he was short and stocky; his forehead was wide and gave the 

impression that he was a learned pandit. Presently he was wearing a much used dhoti with a 

thin border and an upper the garment tied loosely around his head with a small part hanging 

thereof. Except diamond ear studs, a particular ring made of gold called Darbhamuḍi on his 

right ring finger, evidencing his being a rite-performer, and two silver rings on his right index 

finger he wore no other ornaments. His name was Rājaṣekhara. By the time he finished 

cleaning his teeth a few more gentlemen came there. Rājaṣekhara welcomed them as befitting 

their different statuses (statie) and showed them a place to sit and they sat as directed with 

suitable pleasantries. 

Then Rājaṣekhara said, “Sidhānti gāru! You are not being seen for the last few days; I 

hope everybody at home is well.” 
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“Sure sure; by your grace we are all happy. With exalted rulers like you in the village 

who are capable of supporting any number of families by giving clothes etc. what would 

people like us lack. It is the good fortune of this village and the result of our own past good 

deeds that dānakarṇas like you adorn this village” said Sidhāti, and continued turning towards 

Rāmaśāstri: “we should not praise him to his face but is not Rājaṣekhara gāru verily a 

component of god born on earth?” 

Rāmaśāstri smiled approvingly and said ‘why should there be any doubt? Does this 

need to be said separately! All of us are able to live in this village under his umbrella; 

otherwise we would have had to migrate leaving our houses and fields. This place is looking 

like a village only after his father came here; erstwhile to that was there either form or 

name?” adding thus to the eulogy of Sidhānthi without hiding eloquence when an opportune 

moment came. 

Rājaṣekhara gāru immensely pleased at this, but not showing it, continued: “Sidhānthi 

gāru I heard that your second daughter was possessed by spirits, is she better now?” 

Upon that Sidhānthi thought for a while and sadly said, “I did get some vibhūti from 

Jośyula Kāmāvadhānulu gāru. However no improvement was seen. I asked my brother to do 

Navagrahajapa to alleviate the effects of the planets. Not stopping at that I wished to get 

Kamavadhanula garu to do the Punaścaraṇa of Panchamukhi Vīra Hanumānu mantra. 

Whatever money is required for such a Japa, I told him that I would fall at the feet of 

somebody like Rājaṣekhara gāru and get it, but pleaded with him to give my daughter some 

effective vibhūti. That is the reason I was unable to meet you in the last few days.” 

“About money, I shall arrange the required money; even if some more money is 

required to be sent, a good doctor needs to be consulted in our village somebody better than 

Kāmāvadhānulu gāru” said Rajashekara garu, thoughtfully looking at the sky. Sidhānthi’s 

eulogy derived results, of small or great magnitude as it always did in the past. 

Since there was no other Sidhānti in Dhavaleśwaram or nearby villages, people would 

come to his house and ask about time of varjya; request him to fix an auspicious time to start 

journey; enquire about proper day for starting to wearing new clothes; ask about favorable 

month to commence construction of new house; enquire about the appropriate day for cutting 

and shaving; request him to fix an auspicious time for marriage; or to determine the star in 

which a girl attained puberty. A visit to Sidhānti is inevitable if one wants to know the period 
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of maila when a distant relative passes away, the period of time one should stay away from 

the house where somebody died in an auspicious time, or to know what shanthi is to be 

performed when a child is born in stars like Rohiṇi. If a Kāpu were to lose an animal or if 

anybody were to lose anything they would invariably consult Sidhānthi about it. During these 

times he would sit in front of his house, pouring sand on the floor in a heap and would write 

various numbers and Bījākṣaras with a broom-twig. Looking at those, he would tell his 

clients about their work and how that would pan out.  He would also predict the result of 

sounds made by various birds and the time when somebody would get children based on 

various omens. Indeed one could say that no auspicious or inauspicious event would occur in 

that village without Sidhānti being consulted. Often his augury turns out to be false: 

occasionally purely by chance, some would turn out as predicted. Due to this people believed 

his word. 

One of the persons in the rest house quietly said ‘Byrāgis are very effective against 

spirits which possess bodies’. “Yes now that Byrāgis are mentioned I believe ten days back a 

Byrāgi came to the village”, said Rājaṣekhara looking at Sidhānti.’ Why don’t you show your 

daughter to him? Gosais are known to give very effective herbs and even perform miracles. 

They are capable of curing the trickiest troubles in a moment.” The entire rest house filled 

with approving words like “yes,” “indeed” and “sure it must be done.” If the speaker is a 

wealthy man even useless remarks become praiseworthy. Enthused by support, Rājaṣekhara 

praised the Byrāgi sky high though he had not seen him. 

Sidhānti feigning happiness smiled folded his hands humbly and looking at 

Rājaṣekhara said “Sir, with these words of yours, I feel that my younger one has already been 

relieved of her suffering, it is her good fortune that the suggestion came forth from your 

lordship. I shall immediately go to Byrāgi as per your instruction” and stood up and made to 

go: The moment Rājaṣekhara’s views were known, the Byrāgi became a great soul, one with 

most effective spells, one who would eat only air as his food and one who did penance amidst 

five fires at the peak of summer and so on. The moment a rich person praises a certain person 

as a good man, who will differ with him? Who will hesitate to praise that person? 

“Some ladies seemed to hesitate to go to the river for water due to our presence here. 

Let us go and meet the Byrāgi”, said Rājaṣekhara looking at the street. Upon that all those 

assembled stood up and set out in the northern direction towards the foot prints of Srīrāma. 
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2.2. Cultural terms in Chapter-1 of ‘Rajasekhara Charita’  

2.2. a. DHVANI  

There are three kinds of meanings; 

1. Vācya (primary meaning) 

2.  Lakṣya (secondary meaning) 

3.  Vyaṅgya (suggested meaning) 

Both Vyaṅgya and lakṣya are translated as extended meaning. However there is a key 

difference. 

When there is mukýārthabādha such as in the sentence “umbrellas are walking” here the 

meaning of umbrella is extends to umbrellas holder as the mukhýārtha the main meaning of 

umbrella is not possible. Where there is no mukýārthabādha and the meaning is extended that 

is called Vyaṅgya. In any poem or prose segment when the Vyaṅgyārdha is the important 

one, Dhvani (suggested sence) is said to be there. In the description of Godavari, 

VīreśalingamuPantulu suggests comparison with a baby transforming into a mature woman. 

By using words like “crawling” “indistinct sounds” “letting go of mothers hold”, “maturity” 

and “seeking her husband” throughout, the sense is only suggested but never made explicit. 

This suggested sense has been lost in the translation. 

Hutch: Melodiously 

Sankara: 1.Sound 2. Nise, report; voice; (rhet) implied meaning, implication, inference. 

OXD: 1.Sound, 2.Voice, 3. Suggested or intended meaning, implication.  

2.2. b. PĀPAMUPAṆḌU  

In the phrase ‘‘manuṣyulu vacci tāmu tarimiveyunanthati pāpamu  gaṭṭukonnadākā.                

In this phrase the intended sense is that small animals keep accumulating sin 

(pāpamu) and when this becomes significant men return to the cave and chase away the 

animals. Thus depriving the animals the opportunity to spend time near the god.  

Hutch: Commit so great a sin. 

Dict: ? 
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2.2. c. UTSAVAVIGRAHĀLU  

In a temple there is a mūlavirāṭ, the main idol, which is never taken out of the 

sanctum sanctorum for the purpose of conducting processions and other rituals like marriage 

of the lord. There is a separate set of idols called utsavavigrahālu. 

Hutch: Processional images. 

Sankara: The small metal idol borne in procession, as distinguished from            

     mūlavigrahālu. 

OXD: 1. A small temple idol used for taking in processional as a representative of the main 

     presiding diety. 

 2. Small personality representing so greater. 

2.2. d. JANDEMU  

It is also called ‘Yagñopavitam and Upavitam’. Jandemu is the apabhramśa of the former.As 

per Veda and Dharmaśastrās both boys and girls belonging to the first three Varṇas, i.e, 

Brāhmaṇa, Kṣatriya, Vaisya should undergo a samskāra called upanayanam (odugu in 

Telugu) that which is mandatory. 

It is during the ceremony that the father and mother of the groom place a sacred thread, 

consisting of three layers, in such a way that it sits on the left shoulder and under the right 

hand. The boy after upanayanam is called brahmacāri  (one who recites Veda). Krishna 

Yajurveda ordains that one should not recite Veda without yagnopavitam. 

Hutch: Sacred thread. 

Sankara: ? 

Gwyn: Sacred thread worn by brāhmans. 

OXD: Sacred thread worn by brāhmans. 

Jandemu or sacred thread- men of Brāhmaṇa and Kṣatriya and Vaiśya caste wear a 

sacred thread before the initiation of their Vedik study. This thread is worn in a proper way 

that passing over the left shoulder while doing Vedik rites, worship to God, daily rituals and 
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other similar activities. It is worn in an opposite way that is passing over the right shoulder 

when doing Pitṛkarma-rights related to forefathers. In other times that is when not involved in 

holy acts (including eating) or Pitru karma it is worn like a garland especially while attending 

nature calls etc. 

2.2. e. PULIKĀPUCĒSI 

Since time immemorial Indians have been using natural detergents such as lemon, tamarind, 

ash...etc for cleaning utensils. Such detergents which are sour in taste are mixed with salt. 

In Āndhrapradesh, (not in Northern India) tamarind is the most popularly used detergent. The 

phrase in question means cleansing utilises. 

Hutch: Cleans with tamarind water. 

Sankara: Scouring and cleansing copper or brass idols or images with tamarinds and water. 

OXD: Cleaning of temple idols and images performed in the early morning; 

2.2. f. TAPASSU 

The term is at once pregnant with meaning and is defined in Yogānuśasanam and 

Dharmaśāstrās. One of the meanings is to sustain the pairs such as heat and cold, health and 

ill health, comfort and worry etc. which are common to any human being. 

Another meaning of the term is to be ascetic especially in terms of Dharma or religion. 

Hutch: Penance. 

Sankar: Deep and absorbing religious meditation attended with austerity, penance, or self-

mortification. 

OXD: To do penance, self-mortification. 

Here, like most of the other translators Hutchinson also gives the term ‘Penance’, as 

translation of ‘Tapassu’. Some English-Telugu and other dictionaries also give the same  

word. Rather, if one goes to the meaning of the word ‘Penance’ in Oxford and other 

dictionaries it means a punishment for a sin. Therefore back translation has failed. It may not 
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be surprising to note that most of the translators just translate the term ‘Tapas’ as ‘Penance’ 

but this is not correct for the said reasons. 

2.2. g. DEVATĀVEṤAM 

If one is charged with a Goddess he behaves in a different that is uncontrollable, which is 

called ‘Paravaśa’ or being totally controlled. 

Hutch:  Divine inspiration.  

Dict: ? 

2.2. h. HARIBHAJANA AND BHAKTI 

Rather a survey of Indian literature vouches to the fact that the term bhakti is pregnant with 

meaning and it is better to adapt the term rather than try for a rendering. 

The first hymn (Ṛ.K) of Ṛgveda, that is ‘Agnimīḷe purohitam’ (I praise agni who is a 

priest)...etc suggests that Bhakti has been there since time immemorial. 

The term bhakti is formed from the root bhaj= sevayam (to serve), by adding the suffix- 

striyam ktin- Pāṇiṇi sūtram-3-3-94.  

Here are some definitions of bhakti from various sources. ‘Ṥāndilya maharshi- defines Bhakti 

thus- sā parā anuraktiḥ Eśware (sūtram2)- exclusive love in Iśwara is called Pārābhakti. 

Nārada compiled the following sūtra (Nārada bhakti sūtram25)- Sā tu karma jñāna  

yōgyebhyaḥ api adhikatarā- this bhakti is greater than karma, jñāna and yoga. 

Ṥāndilya devides bhakti into two Parā (primary) and Gauṇī (secondary). 

Nārada devides bhakti into three-kāyika (related to body), vācika (related to speech).and 

mānasika (related to mind) 

In (Padma Purāṇa) and Skanda Purāṇa (Prabhāsa khaṇda chapter107) another three types of 

bhakti is added to the above three-loukiki (related to mundane things), Vaidiki (related to 

Vedās) and Ādhyātmiki (spiritual). Again Vaidiki is of two types due to Sānkhya and Yoga. 

In Bhāgavatamahāpurāṇa (7-5-23) nine kinds of bhakti is mentioned- 
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sravaṇam kīrtanam vishṇoh smaraṇam pādasevanam ׀ 

archanam vandanam dāsyam sakhyam ātmanivedanam ׀׀ 

To listen to the stories of Vishnu, to praise Hari, to think about him, serving his feet, worship, 

saluting, service, friendship and surrender. 

Bhagavadgīta (9-26) also discusses the concept of bhakti. 

patram puṣpam phalaṃ toyam yọ me bhaktyā prayachati 

tadaham bhaktyupahṛtam aśnāmi prayatātmanaḥ. 

Ṥrī Kriṣhna tells Arjuna “I shall happily accept a leaf or flower or fruit or even water that is 

offered with devotion by anybody” 

Hutch: Devotion. 

Sankara: A divine service or worship accompanied with music. 

OXD: Worship accompanied by music, chanting or prayers. 

2.2. i. HARIBHAKTULU/HARID ĀSU 

The term Haridāsa denotes a devotee of Vishnu, who performs the stage art called 

Harikatha (a story of Vishnu). The Haridāsa selects one of the many stories with regard to 

Hari from treatises like Bhāgavatam and narrates the story with action and songs. 

For enacting such a role, Haridāsa requires specific attire, marking of holy dust on the 

forehead and other parts of the body, two wooden pieces that can be adjusted in the palm to 

make rhythmic sound, a stringed instrument similar to guitar, only loin cloth and garland of 

beads made of Tulasi-pollen, called Tulasipūsala tāvalam. 

Some of the HariBhaktās who attend either Harikatha or Haribhajanam (a congregation of 

Haribhaktās sing the songs related to Hari with devotion and this is done at regular intervals) 

also refer to emulate the Haridāsa.  

Hutch: Praise service of Vishnu. 

Gwyn: Devotion, reverence, piety. 
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2.2. j. DWĀDHAṤORDWAPUNḌRAMU 

Punḍramu means a mark of holy dust or other material (tiruchūrṇam) consisting of 

three lines.It is customary that Shivabhaktā’s have horizontal pundrams where as Haribhaktās 

have vertical ones.Dwādhasordvapunḍram means twelve vertical markings. 

Hutch: On the twelve perpendicular marks, and fingering their lutes to the braying of 

cymbols. 

Sankara: The religious or sectarian mark worn on the forehead. 

OXD: Mark on the forehead denoting religious sect. 

2.2. k. NAVANĪTACORĀ, GOPIKĀJĀRĀ, RĀDHIK ĀLOL Ā, GOPĀLABĀLA. 

All the above words are used to address Ṥrīkriṣhna. 

NAVAN ĪTACORĀ 

Literally it means the thief who had stolen newly extracted cream. The word Navanīta means 

newly extracted and the word being a Yogarūḍha (derivative cum popular meaning), applies 

as such only cream extracted from curd. 

As the story goes in Bhāgavatapurāṇa, Ṥrīkriṣhna, who was in fact Vishnu himself, but an 

incarnation to punish the evil and protect the good, during childhood used to steal fresh cream 

from his house as well as that of others. Therefore the term ‘Navanītacorā’ has come in to 

existence with this background. 

GOPIKĀJĀRĀ 

This term also has its origin in Bhāgavatapurāṇa. As a matter of fact, the Sānskrit term ‘jāra’ 

means a male prostitute. As per the cited purana Ṥrīkriṣhna, during his incarnation had had 

sixteen thousand gopikās (literally girls born in the clan of Yadu/Yādava, whose livelihood is 

through rearing cows and selling milk and related products) as wives. Of course, 

commentators purportedly termed the relation as ‘Bhaktiśṛṅgāra’. 

As such, following the above background one can safely conclude that here the term ‘jāra’ is 

not used in the original sense, but in a holy spirit. 
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RĀDHIK ĀLOL Ā 

Literally it means who is obsessed with Rādhika, who was awfully in love with him (although 

she is not considered as a legitimate wife of Ṥrīkriṣhna). She is popular as Rādha also. 

Hutch: ‘O butter thief! ‘O enjoyer of the shepherdesses! ‘O lover of Radhika! ‘O shephered 

boy’ 

 2.2. l. MIRIYĀLU  

 Sanskrit-marīcha, English-Pepper (black and white), Latin-pipernigirum. 

According to Āyurveda raw pepper causes phlegm whereas the dried one would kill the 

same. 

Further pepper (mostly the black one) is filled with many virtues of basic 

medicinalvalues and as such it is regularly consumed, mostly in mixed form, by the people 

acrossIndian subcontinent. It is also used for medication caused by vāta (gout). The powder 

or decoction of pepper and dry ginger (śunṭhί) is very useful for the patients suffering from 

common cold, fever and cough. 

 

In Āyurveda it is mentioned that pepper is hot in nature, dilutes phlegm, and evaporates the 

water in the body, purifies the blood, increases appetite, prevents heart diseases, tuberculosis, 

piles, diabetes and increases the count in the sperm it also causes increase in memory power 

and digestive power. 

 

“bāla prāṇapradā prōktā yuvatί prāṇadhāriṇί 

prauḍha karōti vṛddhatvaḿ vṛddhā maraṇamādiśet” 

Too young a girl would increase the longevity, a young girl would help in maintaining the 

longevity and an elderly girl would cause early aging while too elder a girl would cause early 

death. 

Therefore it cannot be said that a thing or ingredient would have the same virtues for all the 

time. 

Āyurveda also explains that pepper is not good for all people suffering from anaemia, heart 

diseases, heat in the body etc. Such people may have problems of throat, heart and liver. The 

antidotes are ghee (clarified butter), honey etc. 

Hutch: Pepper. 

Dict: Pepper. 
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2.2. m. BELLAM 

guḍa in Sanskrit, Jaggery in English. 

It functions against fever, pain, diseases of stomach and gout. It is also considered to be 

useful against pollution. It causes worms in the stomach but good for newly delivered ladies, 

and those who are wounded. 

There are varities of jaggery and the virtues of jaggery get enhanced with time elapsed. 

Hutch: Corns and lumps of Sugar. 

Dict: Jaggery, Boiled sugarcane juice. 

 

2.2. n. KARṆARASĀYANAMUG Ā 

Literally it means ‘melodious’. Here karṇa means ‘ear’ and rasāyanam a term often used in 

Āyurveda means a tonic (or medicine) that prevents aging. Therefore the term is a 

rūḍhaśabda. Karṇakaṭhoram is the opposite. 

 

Hutch: Calves stand listening, their erect, necks out.  

Dict: ? 

 

2.2.o. PARṆAŚĀLA 

A thatched living house is called Parṇaśāla. This word is Yogarūḍa, i.e., Parṇasāla is the 

name of the house where Rāma and Sīta lived during the exile or Araṇyavāsa. 

 

Hutch: Hermitage. 

Sankara: A hut or bower of leaves, a hermitage. 

OXD: Bowe of leaves, hut, hermitage. 

 

2.2. p. PULIYŌGARAMU 

It should be ‘Puliyogiramu’. ‘puli’ is for sour and ‘yōgiramu’ is boiled rice. The term is 

synonym of ‘pulihāra’-also pronounced ‘pulihōra’.Turmeric, mirchi are anti-biotic and 

preservatives and full of other medicinal values added to boiled rice after seasoning. The 

juice of tamarind or lemon or either of the citron (nāradabba or pulladabba) or thin pieces of 

sour mango is added and pulihāra is ready with proper amount of salt. 
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Here is the breakup of the word puli+ōgiramu following the sūtra from Bālavyākaraṇam- 

‘sandhi lēnico swarambu kanṭembarambina swarmbunaku yaḍāgamambagu’(sandhi-3) there 

is ‘ya’ as ‘Āgama’ (addition)-so it is ‘puliyōgiramu’. 

This dish is popular only in south India. 

It may be noted that ‘tamarind rice’ for ‘pulihāra’ is not a faithful translation in light of the 

above discussion.   

 

Hutch: sour rice 

OXD: Rice mixed with tamarind or lime juice and spices. 

Gwyn: Rice cooked and mixed with turmeric, tamarind and other spices. 

 

2.2. q. DADHYŌDANAMU  

Pulihāra is hot in nature and therefore it is consumed with curd. The mixture of pulihāra and 

curd is called ‘Dadhyōdanam’ (dadhi+ōdanam-curd+boiled rice) this is a Yogarūḍha. If 

boiled rice is mixed with curd it is ‘dadhyonnam’ only. 

But a careful survey of the usage of this term makes us believe that in temples the term 

‘dadhyōdanam’ is employed for ‘dadhyannam’ also. 

 

Hutch: Rice and Curd. 

Sankara: Boiled rice mixed with curdled milk. 

 

2.2. r. PRASĀDAM 

In the present context it means a stuff that can be any fruit or jaggery or rice etc... that is 

offered to god and later distributed to the devotees. 

Elsewhere it means the good-looks or grace of god, sometimes of swāmi or guru or any 

master, for that matter. 

 

The word prasādam is also used to mean strongness and coolness. 

Every pūja (worship) consists of 16 items and therefore it is called ‘ṣoḍaśōpacārapūja’. 

Naivēdyam is one of the 16 things. It is during naivedyam that some stuff is offered to god 

and later the same stuff is called prasādam. 

On the day of death ceremony the relatives along with near and dear throng to receive the 

food served in the name of the death person as prasādam.   
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Hutch: Oblations. 

Sankara: Anything graciously and condescendingly given food offered to god. 

OXD: Food offered to deity and subsequently distributed to devotees. 

 

2.2. s. VINDHYAPARVATAM 

The mountain range that runs across the middle of Indian subcontinent is called ‘vindhya. 

Roughly it divides India into two parts-north and south. 

 During ancient times, the land surrounded by vindhyas in the south, Himālayās in the 

north, Kālakavanam(prayāga) in the east and Kurukshētra in the west, used to be called 

Āryavarta  whereas the people living there were Āryās. And the hypothesis that Āryans (the 

entry of this word in this oxford dictionary as Sanskrit is wrong) had migrated to India is 

totally false. 

Hutch: Vindhyā Mountains. 

Sankara: Vindhya Mountains. 

OXD: Vindhya Mountains. 

2.2.t. DHARMACHĀVAḌI 

Literally it means a court of dharma. The king or village head would conduct of session for 

enquiring the matter and delivering the justice for the people. 

The term dharma is untranslatable. Most of the people offer religion as an equivalent but it 

fails when we go for double translation, i.e religion matam. The rule or custom acceptable to 

a particular group of people is called matam (liked/desire). On the other hand dharma is the 

one which has got universal acceptability-satyam vada (speak the truth), ahiṃsā 

paramōdharmaha (non-violence is the best dharma) etc are examples. 

Finally, the term dharma is untranslatable and therefore is to be adopted like some other 

words such as yoga etc, rather than try for a rendering. 

‘Dhriyate anena ithi Dharmaḥ’ (the universe is being sustained by this)-is the derivation of 

the term Dharma. As such the term is at once pregnant with meaning. 
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In the present context the Dharmachāvadi is being used for gossips. 

Hutch: Rest house. 

Sankara: ? 

OXD: Rest house, headman’s office in a village. 

2.2. u. DHŌVATI  

Also called ‘dhoti’ in north India and ‘pancha’ in Telugu. 

The traditional cloth that is worn and considered to be a must to perform any ritual is called 

‘dhōvati’. Mostly it is made of cotton or silk and sometimes cotton-silk mix also. This is good 

for a tropical country like India. 

If the ‘dhōti’ is worn like a petticoat then it is called ‘lungi’.  

Hutch: A watery-reddish tint. 

Sankar:  A man’s lower garment. 

2.2. v. DARBHAMUḌI 

Darbha is a kind of grass also called kuśa. In performing any Vēdic rites or pitṛkarma the 

performer is supposed to wear a ring made of this grass. As a substitute rite-performers 

usually get a golden ring similarly shaped and wear it, so that a new grass ring need not be 

made every day.  

Hutch: Darbha 

Sankara: ? 

OXD: Sacred grass used in religious rituals, poa cynosuroides. 

2.2. w. PRABHURATNAMU 

Prabhu is a ruler, ratnam is a diamond. Whether or not a person is a ruler, he is addressed as 

prabhu or an equivalent term when the speaker intends to convey his willingness to be 

obedient to the other person. 

Hutch: A very jewel of the Lord 
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Dict: ? 

2.2. x. NAVAGRAHAJAPAMU 

(oka phalamunu kōri oka mantramunu palu mārlu uccarincutaku ‘japamu’ ani pēru. 

 Reciting a mantra for a limited number of times in order to achieve an auspicious result or to 

pacify a planet, with negative attitude is called ‘japamu’. 

 It is of three types 1. Mānasika (one is equal to one thousand vācika) 

          2. Upāṃśu (one is equal to one hundred vācika) 

                   3. Vācika 

Mānasika is the one performed with heavy concentration of mind. Whereas during upāṃśu 

japa no sound is heard by others but for the lip movement only.Vāchika is nothing but 

pronouncing the mantra that is audible. 

 In Indian tradition people approach Siddhantis (astrologers) in order to find out as to what 

kind of period, as per their horoscopes is running and what kind of remedy viz, Dāna, 

japa...etc, is required. 

The fact is that the planetary line up in the horoscope is nothing but a reflection of karma, 

both good and bad, committed by the native during his earlier incarnation. 

A chunk of the karma accrued during the earlier incarnation call ‘saṃcitakarma’ arrives on 

the scene in this birth and it is called ‘Prārabdhakarma’. 

By attaining ‘jn͂ānam’ the ‘samhitakarma’ in store will be burned whereas the one cannot 

escape from ‘Prārabdhakarma’. 

Vēdanta asserts-avasyaṃ anubhōktavayaṃ kṛtaṃ karma śubhāśubham (one should 

necessarily undergo the result of karma or nemesis, both good and bad. 

 Now some fundamentals of ‘jyōtiṣaṃ’ the ‘horoscope’ is divided into twelve houses. There 

are nine planets, each one having a fixed ‘mahādasa-Ravi(6 years), Chandra(10), Kuja(7), 

Rāhu(18), Guru(16),Śani(19), Budha(17), Kētu(7), Śukra(20). Total 120 years. 
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The planets that are auspicious render good results during the period (mahādaśa-aṃtardaṣa-

vidāśa...etc) and the inauspicious ones  quite the opposite results. 

  In Vēda there are Mantras to pacify grahaṃ followed by ‘Adhidēvatā and Pratyadhidēvatā’. 

The navagrahajapa is useful in reducing the degree of intensity or the ill effect caused by the 

inauspicious planets. 

Generally, the procedure is that Japa for the planet to the tune of as many thousand times as 

the Mahādaśā years, then there will be ‘Tarpaṇaṃ’ to the tune of 1/10 of the number of ‘japa’ 

followed by homa to the tune of 1/10 of ‘tarpaṇaṃ’. In the end brāhmaṇa bhōjanam for śānti 

is done as per the capacity (yathāśakti). 

 

Hutch: Prayer to the nine planets. 

Sankara: The nine planets (according to Hindu Astrology Sun, Moon, Mercury, Mars, Jupiter, 

Venus, Saturn, Rahu and Ketu.) 

OXD: The nine planets of Hindu astrology.  

 

2.2. z. MUHŪRTAM 

Literally it means ‘‘an auspicious time of forty eight minutes of duration’’. 

It is of two types- Sumuhūrtaṃ(auspicious) 

                           -Durmuhūrtam(inauspicious) 

The Siddhānti after complex calculations and study of the planetary transits would fix the 

‘Sumuhūrtās and Durmuhūrtās’ and records in a ‘Pañcāṅgam’ every year. A Pañcāṅgam is an 

authority as a reference book for following the regular position of time, planets, stars etc. 

Hutch: Ascertain. 

Sankara: A moment, an instant; the thirtieth part of a day, fortyeight minutes; a time fixed, as 

     astrology good or auspicious, for any ceremony or other purpose. 

OXD: An auspicious time fixed for a ceremony. 

 

2.2. aa. VARJYAM 

Literally it means to be avoided and here it is a ‘Rūdhaśabda’ in the sense of inauspicious 

time. 

Hutch: Fix an hour for journey. 

Sankara: A space of time in each lunar mansion considered inauspicious. 
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OXD: Inauspicious time of the day. 

 

2.2. ab. MAILA 

Maila also called aśauca- means unclean state. It refers to the mourning period following 

death of somebody near. The uncleanness referred to his more mental than physical. Different 

mourning periods are prescribed for different relatives. For instance in many communities, 

twelve or thirteen days of mourning is prescribed for immediate family (parents/spouses and 

children) ten days for near (Brother and male cousins of the gotra and their families) three 

days for women of the family married into other families, one and half day for those twice 

removed by marriage and one for other relatives. The exact mourning period is complicated 

and elders or Siddhānti compute the mourning period based on custom and precedence. 

Determining the mourning period is important because during that period the effected family 

does not mingle with others, does not celebrate any festivals, does not go to temples, does not 

perform any auspicious things, or otherwise involve in any transactions.  

Hutch: Defilement 

Sankara: Dirty, ceremonial impurity. 

OXD: Ceremonial pollution or defilement. 

 

2.2. ac. EVARAINA MṚTI CHENDINA ILLU VADILI VELLU ṬA 

If somebody in the house dies in an inauspicious star the house is closed for a certain time of 

time, some time up to six months. This practice is prevalent today, though now a days the 

room of the death rather than the whole houseis closed. It is also common for those nearing 

death to be brought outside the house and to be laid on the ground to avoid the possible closer 

of house after death.  

Hutch: How long it is necessary to leave the house when anyone departed this life under an 

evil star. 

 

2.2. ad. ROHIṆI 

If the birth star is inauspicious certain propitiation called santhi needs to be performed. Birth 

in Rohiṇi is considered inauspicious for maternal uncles. Kriṣhna born in Rohiṇi killed his 

maternal uncle Kaṃṣa. If requisite propitiation is performed the odds of such consequences 

are believed to be reduced. 

Hutch:  The fourth and similar lunar mansions. 
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Sankara: Number of the fourth Nakshatra or lunar mansion. 

OXD: fourth lunar mansion or asterism. 

2.2. ae. BALLIPĀṬU 

The fall of a lizard on the body is refered to by this word. In the traditional 

calendars/alamanac (Pañcāṅgam) Ballipāṭu’ is discussed as to whether it is auspicious or 

inauspicious. In most of the cases one has to take both after suffering ‘Ballipāṭu’ 

Ballipāṭu phalamulu 

Śirassu-kalahamu, mukhamu-baṃdhu darśanamu, kanubommala naduma-rājānugrahamu, pai 

pedavi-dhana vyayamu, krindi pedavi-dhana lābhamu, mukku chivara-rōgamu, kudi cevi-

dīrghāyuvu, yedama cevi- vartaka lābhamu, nētramu-khaidu, gaddamu-rāja daṃdanamu, 

nōru-bhayamu, kanṭhamu-śatruhāni, kudi bhujamu-Ārogyamu, yedama bhujamu-strī 

saṃgamamu, kudi munjēyi-kīrti, yedama munjēyi-rōgamu, sthānayugmam-dōṣamu, 

udaramu-dhānya lābhamu, rommu and nābhi-dhana lābhaṃ,  prakkalu-sukhamu, pādamu-

prayāṇaṃ, vīpu-śubhamu, gōllu-dhana vyayamu, lingamu-dāridryamu, juttu kona-mrutyuvu,. 

ī..pradēsamula yaṃdu ‘tonda’ prākinanu phalamu itle ani teluyunadi. Purushunaku kudi 

bhāgamu phalamu. Strīki yedama bhāgamu agunu. 

Hutch: The fall of lizards and other reptiles. 

Dict: ? 

2.2.af. BHŪTAVAIDYAMU 

Since time immemorial most of the people of Indian subcontinent have been maintaining 

trust in the evil effects of non human and invisible bodies such as ghosts, devils etc. 

Bhūtavaidyamu is nothing but a ritual treatment against such devils by a specialist in that 

field. 

Hutch: Witcheraft 

Sankara: The knowledge of evil spirits or demons, demonology, exorcism, driving out of evil 

spirits from persons or places by conjuration, devil-driving. 
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2.2.ag. VĀYUBHAKSHA ṆAṂ 

Vvāyubhakṣaṇam is consumption of air only as food. A serpent is said to consume air as 

food. 

“uragaḥ pannago bhōgī jihmagaḥ pavanāśanaḥ”  says ‘Amarakōśa’ (prathamakānda:, bhōgi 

vargaḥ:) it means a serpent consumes air. 

Since it is a known fact that a serpent swallows its eggs, we can take it that air is the staple 

food of a serpent. 

On the other hand Yōgi’s are considered as ‘vāyubhakṣā’s. 

In the present context it is the latter. Pataṃjali in Mahābhāshyaṃ refers to this aspect. 

Hutch: One who substisted on air and did penance in the burning heat. 

Dict: ? 

2.2. ah. PAN͂CĀGNI 

A person performing ‘Tapas’(untranslatable) may prefer ‘Pañcāgnis’ that is five fires. He sets 

four fires in four directions and the scorching sun above the head is the fifth fire. 

 Pārvati, it is described in ‘Kumāra saṃbhavaṃ’ by Kālidāsa, was performing a 

‘Tapas’ being ‘Pañcāgnimadhya’.   

Hutch: Five fires. 

Dict: ? 

 

2.3. Translation of chapter-2 from ‘Rajasekhara Charita’ 

Rājaṣekhara   and other citizens hardly made any progress when a beautiful lady with a very 

becoming gait climbed down the steps with her anklet bells mixing with slight sounds made 

by her toe rings and the lustre of her silver belt, golden bangles, and bracelet reflecting 

brightly in the copper vessel in her hand making it look as possessing many colours and a 

mixture of bashfulness and fearfulness clearly showing in her face. She adjusted the over-

hang of her saree, wrapped it around her torso so and tucked it into her waist; placed the 

copper vessel on the river steps; took a small quantity of turmeric, stuck it to the vessels 

mouth and smeared it on her hands and face; placed the small packet of kuṃkuma on a 

washing stone and entered into knee deep water. She was Rukmiṇi, the eldest daughter of 

Rājaṣekhara . Her beauty was such that only the eyes which behold such extraordinary beauty 
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deserve to be called eyes. In those days amongst all the beautiful women in Hindu country, 

Telugu maidens were unmatched in their beauty and grace. Amongst them the Brāhmin 

women were the most beautiful. However when one beholds Rukmiṇi he would hesitate to 

call the other Telugu Brāhmin women as beautiful. If one were to pick women accepted by 

people to be most beautiful and stood them near Rukmiṇi, her beauty would still excel the 

others by so much that one does not know how to describe her beauty. Indeed it is a slight to 

her excellent beauty that I who cannot be compared to poets like Kālidāsa who are capable of 

describing in a way never done before, with a language which does not have words 

conveying the highest beauty and with a mind incapable of completely exploiting whatever 

capacity this language has set out to describe her beauty! Still it is improper to desist from 

describing an object worthy of elaborate description, therefore when I think of comparing her 

body parts with things available in a word it feels so inadequate, that I dare not name the 

comparand. Those who looked at her complexion wonder in what way gold’s complexion can 

be called best in world. If long bows were to be black it could be said that these bows 

resemble her eyebrows a little. The Goddess of luck after looking at her eyes seems to have 

decided to stay there permanently. However if one observes carefully, her facial features 

reflect a long standing pain in her bosom. It is not without reason: her husband left home six 

months back without informing his parents to roam the world, under influence of his friends. 

She was about fourteen. The changes in her body natural to her age seem to have added 

polish to her complexion like adding fragrance to gold. What is not beautiful in adoring 

beautiful maiden? She was wearing a nose ring, ear ornaments studded with a sapphire, 

bracelets, gold belt snugly fit around her neck, a silver belt round her waist, anklets and toe 

rings to go along with golden bracelet, glass bangles of various hues and lacquer bracelets 

adorned her fore arms. Whether or not these ornaments improved her beauty it was clear as 

crystal that her beauty made the ornaments look better. Since nothing in the world could be 

perfect, the creator who treats everybody equally could not but add a flaw in her. Whether it 

be a flaw or not, her neck was rather long. Ever so muṣtisarvasāstri, whenever he came on his 

begging rounds would look approvingly at her long neck, would read a poem from the book 

Sāmudrika science starting with “the one with a rather long neck multiplies the line, so know 

the wise.” 

At that time a widow stood far away in waist deep water muttering prayers occasionally 

looking upto the sun and saluting him with folded hands offering ablutions from her cupped 
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hands and doing pradakshinas. The women who had already arrived at the river filled their 

brass pots with water, stood on stones and were cleaning their clothes while talking with each 

other. One old woman wore only half the saree and washed the rest, later she wore the 

washed half, cleaning the remaining half. Some women unmindful of the possibility of 

exposing themselves to the men who were bathing in the river stood on the bank, removed 

their blouses to wash them and changed, without much cover, into clean clothes after 

finishing their bath. Some distance away servants were washing dishes while chasing the 

crows which came repeatedly for the leftover morsels. Further away fishermen wearing only 

lion clothes stood in waist deep water tucked the tugs of fishing nets into their waist bands 

and were spreading their nets in the deep water. Other fishermen pulled the nets taut and 

flapped them cleansing the nets of dirt etc. After cleaning the nets they brought them into the 

bank, even as the iron handles attached to the nets made a ringing sound and spread the nets 

to dry. While drying the nets they removed and threw away any stones stuck in the net, but 

carefully held on to any small fish thrashing about in the nets and handed them over to 

children who would then pierce them onto small rods held in their hands. Further away a lazy 

man fit enough to earn six aṇas everyday, climbed out to a raft, attached a ball of flesh called 

Nalla to a length of rope, swung the bait vigorously and threw it deep into the water. Then he 

sat patiently waiting for a fish to get stuck to the hook, concentrating completely on the rope 

looking for any signs of tension in the rope. Whenever he felt the weight of a fish he would 

pull it in slowly; if he felt that the fish might break the rope then he would slowly let out the 

line; when he felt the fish was tiring he would pull it in. Whenever he manages to catch one 

he would feel as happy as a poor man would upon getting a fortune. If due to his ill luck the 

fish manages to escape he would become despondent and start cursing the fact that not only 

did he get no fish but he also lost two anas worth hook and bait; Nearby young children 

sitting on the bank tie a thread to bamboo rod, attach a small hook and bait to the thread and 

throw them in to the water pulling them out with force whenever a small fish falls for the 

bait., they would then tie the fish so caught to a separate thread and happily talk amongst 

themselves one saying “I got ten Jellas”, and the other saying “I got four parigas”. 

Occasionally an eagle perched on the nearby fig tree would scoop and take away the fish held 

by a child trying to tie his catch to his thread. 

Then an elderly  muttaiduva with a prominent bindi, so large as to give an impression that it 

were the only  feature of the face, carrying a vessel full of clothes approached Rukmini and 

asked respectfully “how come your ladyship came for bathing at this hour?” 
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Today is the last Monday of the month Kārthīka. I came to bathe in Godavari so that I could 

go to the temple of Shiva at the time of Pradoṣa (early hours) with my mother.” 

“Are you capable of fasting till night?” 

“It is only for a day, right? I’ll manage somehow. The other day you said that your younger 

one was not well. Is she better or not?” 

“I cannot say that she is good. For the last two days we arranged for Kāmāvadhānulugāru to 

apply vibhūti to her and were able to sleep properly at night” 

“Has she been possessed by any spirits?” 

“Yes, my lady. What could I say? Her husband” stopping mid-senence the old lady looked 

around to ensure that no body was within ear shot, moved towards Rukmiṇi and said in a low 

tone: “Her husband has been harassing her. As you know its not yet three years since she got 

married, and her husband has been dead for more than six month now. From the time of his 

death he has been appearing in her dream and when she was alone at night. The girl did not 

tell anybody out of bashfulness. However for last one month her husband’s spirit has been 

following her day and night wherever she went. We don’t know what demerit she acquired. 

But this has been intensified in the last three days. She has grown very weak in the last three 

days and further...” The old lady broke down at this point and continued after wiping her 

tears, in a fearful voice “And further she started asking if she should enjoy with her husband 

and if she should sleep with him.” Having said that the old lady started crying loudly. 

Rukmuṇi was deeply shaken by these words taking a few moments to recover from that she 

controlled herself and said “there there. You are an old and a muttaiduva. You must not cry 

like this. After all diseases affect human beings not trees etc, right?” 

“My dear we do not wish great comforts for her. It is enough if our daughter lives. Both of us 

will ensure till our death that there is nothing wanting in food and clothes for her” said the old 

lady, having stopped crying. 

Rukmiṇi thought for a while and said “Somidēvamma! your husband is a famous Siddhānthi.  

How could he give your daughter in a marriage to a person who would not live”                                  

“The old lady interrupted her and said “yes yes I understand what you are about to say. Who 

can decide the destiny of others? If widowhood is written on her face who could change it? 
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Anybody would perform marriage after checking the horoscope but who could grant 

additional years of life to the groom.” 

“Yes may be the horoscope of your son-in- law portends a full life for him.” 

The old lady grew suspicious about what Rukmiṇi meant, but continued; “Full life! Yes he 

indeed had a full life as per his horoscope, now you might ask why it did not turn out so. If 

one determined the exact time of birth and writes the horoscope it will indeed turn out to be 

true. Those who are not well versed in the science of jataka write the horoscope incorrectly. 

My husband has fixed so many muhūrtas, tell me if things have gone wrong in any of those to 

the extent you know. 

Rukmiṇi replied, “Siddhāntigāru, sitting in the rest house, fixed the auspicious time for the 

marriage of Kannamma’s daughter Buchamma. Even the horoscope of the groom was the 

written by –” 

“Yes sometimes some things do go wrong. My husband keeps telling about how the science 

of Jyōtiṣhya has been cursed by Pārvati Dēvi. I hear the sound of toe rings somebody must be 

coming let us stop at this” said the old lady craning her neck, to see who is approaching, Then 

she kept the vessel on the bank and entered into the water to bathe. 

Meanwhile a few widows and Muttaiduvās came climbing down the river steps. Those who 

were in the front bent down and pulled up the hems of their garments. Waiting for others to 

join them they, spoke about various domestic matters amongst themselves in low tones and 

put their vessels on the bank once they reached the water. There is no better time than the 

time of fetching water for women to meet at one place and discuss amongst themselves. So 

whatever they have to discuss they make sure to do so while fetching water. At that time a 

short woman of about thirty years put her finger on her nose and said “oye Venkāyamma! 

Did you hear this? Yesterday night apparently Śeṣhamma’s husband beat her.” 

“Her husband is wont to do that”, replied Venkamma “about a month back when he beat her 

with a stick her bangles were all broken.” 

“Her husband does not behave properly”, a short woman continued with some dismay and 

now put her hands on cheeks”. “And you know what, he is maintaining a mistress as well”. 
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Then a bald muttaiduva stepped forward gesticulating with her hands and said” it is all very 

well, is she well behaved? The other day when she was talking with the son of 

Subbāvadānulu she was seen by her husband himself. Even if men stray now and then should 

not women be better behaved?” 

“Let it be, Did you hear this” said the short woman “Chinnama’s mother in law is harassing 

her in a way not seen before in this world. Not only that, by the time her husband returns 

home the mother in law complains so much that her husband’s beats her every day.” A ten 

years old girl of fair complexion said with tears in her eyes “This is the situation wherever 

mothers- in-law are alive. If only all the mothers- in-law in the world were to die at once.” 

The short woman interrupted her “Seshamma we hear that your mother- in- law harasses you 

a lot. Is it so?” Seshamma replied “I am unable to bare the constant pressure. I wake up about 

three hours before sunrise, clean the yard, do the dishes, draw all the water required for the 

day from the well, wash the madi clothes and continue with other chores till she wakes up 

about an hour and half after sunrise. From that moment she would start scolding me on 

various pretexts,  such as that the grease on the  vessels has not been cleaned properly or that 

there is still dung left in front of main gate after breaking my arms in pasting dung cakes on 

the wall and finally when I sit down to eat the night’s leftovers about three hours after sunrise 

my mother in law would again start her critique while cooking: ‘ the sun hardly rises and you 

become ready for food but do not work’; It’s not done to talk with one’s husband during the 

day but it will be six hours after sunset by the time everybody eats and I massage the feet of 

my mother in law till  she sleeps, before I get to bed. Even then I can hardly sleep because I 

worry about when the sun would raise again and what my mother in law would say if work is 

not done on time. Whatever I do, I cannot avoid the scolding and beatings” she covered her 

face with her saree as tears started rolling. 

“Could you not”, asked Rukmiṇi “do you the chores in such a manner that your mother in law 

would not be angry?” 

“Alas! Rukmiṇamma ! Since you do not have a mother in law you do not know these 

things. How much ever you do, a mother-in-law is never pleased. When you sprinkle water 

on the yard properly, ‘you make this house an ocean. People would slip and fall’ the mother 

in law would scold. If you sprinkle lightly ‘you, is there a scarcity of water?  You don’t seem 

to sprinkle any water mixed with dung’ she would scold. If you try to explain, she would 

scathingly remark that you are answering back. If you stay quiet she will take it to be a slight 
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and shout at you ‘why do you stay silent like a tree stump.’ Whatever you do in front of her, 

it is not alright. If you nod it’s a sin and if you take God’s name it is blasphemy. For the last 

four years since I came to stay with my husband she has been scolding me that I broke a pot, 

whose base was not firm”. 

“Have you not heard this saying that the pot lost by the mother in law is an old useless 

one and the one lost by the daughter in law is a new pot?” asked the short woman. 

“This is not the worst that I suffered. You must have seen the days when my widowed 

sister in law was alive. After she died last year of chicken pox – blessed be the lord – I am at 

least eating three square meals a day. When she was alive she would not allow me. I must 

state that if my mother in law scolds me about food it is that I don’t eat properly and never 

that I eat too much.” 

“If it is not due to people like your sister in law would there be a proverb that when a 

doll is given the status of sister in law it would develop an ego” remarked a short woman. 

Meanwhile an old widow who was meditating came from some distance, threw the 

water in her small vessel and asked the women; “do you people observe your surroundings 

when you are immersed in your small talk? You don’t care that on this side there are people 

who have bathed and splash water recklessly. Since the impure water splashed by you has 

fallen on me, I am forced to bathe again in this cold water.” She went into deep waters, 

dipped into the water four times and returned. While returning she glanced at the women and 

said “You young women are all pumped up without knowing anything. Nowadays the 

harassment of daughters in law is not equal to a thousandth of what we faced”. She walked a 

distance carrying river water in her cupped hands muttering “there is never any goodness in a 

mother-in-law as there is no sweetness in neem; the one without a mother in law is the best 

daughter-in-law and the one without a daughter-in-aw is a virtuous woman”. After reaching a 

chosen spot, she purified it thrice by sprinkling the water in her hands, perambulated around 

herself thrice, climbed the stairs and disappeared. 

Seṣamma looked around and pleaded trembling with fear while tears started flowing: 

“Ladies please do not tell anybody else whatever I told you, if my mother-in-law gets to hear 

any of that she would really kill me. As it is my situation is very bad, if this is known it 

would get even worse. Venkamma! I feel that jumping in Godavari is better than leading this 

life”. 
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“There, there do not utter words which ought not to be uttered. Those who suffer are 

not the bad ones” consoled Venkamma. 

It’s been a longtime since I came to Godavari. My mother in law will be very angry, I 

need go back quickly” said Seṣamma recovering a bit and then quickly filled her vessel with 

water and started walking away. 

Among those who just came for water, a twenty year old extended her hand towards 

the neck of another woman and said “Kāntamma did you get this coller newly made? You are 

a lucky woman your husband decorates you head to toe with various ornaments’. 

“Yes, said Kāntamma  “the goldsmith Subbaiah finished this only yesterday. He is 

also making a long necklace with four strands”. 

“Pēramma! I heard that your husband is very kind to you. It is right, isn’t it?” 

Pēramma replied “of what use is kindness? He does not get me even a ten varaha 

worth ornament every year, it is my bad karma of earlier birth, or of this birth.” 

“Pēramma you are unnecessarily feeling bad”, interrupted the woman standing next to 

her. “Do you lack food or clothes? When your husband takes good care of you, of what 

consequence is it if you lack ornaments? Sans husband’s love, of what use are wretched 

ornaments, but as a burden to bear. Look at Bangaramma at our village, she has so many 

jewels for all parts of the body that I do not know the names of some of them. However the 

moment lights are lit after dusk, her husband goes to the houses of pleasure women. What joy 

is there in such a life? Your husband never steps out once it is dark”. 

“You are a well read woman and can preach as much as you want. None of us know this kind 

of Vēdanta. When all the women wear their finest Jewels and attend a pērantam, I feel 

embarrassed to go like a trunk, bare without Jewels. Jānakamma if only a poor man like my 

husband is you’r…” 

“My dear Pēramma, I spoke without knowing much. Please don’t be get angry on me”, 

interrupted Jānakamma and went away with her vessel of water. 

The rest of the women while filling their vessels and going home remarked the flaws in 

others such as that the priest’s wife has started wearing her hair in a side knot”, “did you see 

the stylish gait of the accountants wife”, “Ramamma the wife of Ayyavaru is so proud that 
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she does not speak with other human beings”, “it is said that Pullamma talks to her husband 

in broad day light”, “If you observe closely Kanakamma is squint eyed” and Sītamma  the 

daughter of the karaṇam’s accountant does not have any jewels”. What better topics would 

women devoid of any education have to discuss? The talk of the women who come there 

revolves around quarrels among co-wives, ill treatment meted out by step mothers, the 

misbehaviour of husband etc..and no other topic. 

At that time a Brāhmin priest came along with an almanac written on palm leaves, wearing a 

Dhōti which has lost it sheen, with lines of vibhooti conspicuously visible on his face and all 

over the body, wearing a garland of rudrākṣas, as big as lemons, with his small box of 

tobacco powder tucked into his waist resembling a wart, stopped at banks of river Godavari 

and started climbing down the steps towards the river. “Rukmiṇigāru I will recite the 

necessary formulae please start bathing” said the Brāhmin. 

“But, I did not bring any money” said Rukmiṇi “Do not worry about money; you can pay me 

at your home in the afternoon” the Brāhmin assured her and continued “please sip water 

thrice. Kēśavā, Nārāyaṇā, Mādhavā, Gōvindā – turn towards east face the sun”. 

“Shall I bathe?” asked Rukmiṇi. 

“Let me recite the sankalpa said the Brāhmin and then took out a small tobacco box, tapped it 

twice on ground poured some tobacco powder in his left hand, replaced the cap of the box 

and tucked it back in his waist, then took a quantity of a tobacco with his thumb and fore 

finger, put it near his nostril and took a deep breath; he repeated the process with the other 

nostril and cleansed himself by wiping his hand against his own clothes. The he recited the 

sankalpa in Sanskrit which meant “in this auspicious moment on Monday, the twelfth day of 

dark fortnight of the month Kārtika in the śaradṛtu during the southward journey of the sun in 

the lunar year named kālayukti in the country called Bharata, the continent called Bharata, in 

the island called Jaṃbu, in the first quarter of Kāli eon, in the life time of the Manu called 

Vaivasvata in the kalpa of the white boar in the second half of the life time of the first 

Brahma, in this moment of good star, good yoga, good karaṇa and many such other qualities, 

for my safety, steadfastness, victory, long life, good health and prosperity, I hereby do the 

undivided Godavari bath.” Then he instructed her, “Please bathe thrice”. Since Rukmiṇi did 

not come often to the river to bathe she was afraid of going into deeper waters; unable to dip 

completely into the water she sat down in knee deep water opened her hair and started 
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pouring water on herself using her own hands. Then the Brahmin left telling her that he 

would meet her in the afternoon for his fees. Rukmini dried herself with the overhang of her 

saree (pallu), tied her wet hair seeing father coming there, quickly started applying some 

kuṃkuma from the packet she left from the bank, rinsed her vessel, filled it with water, 

ensured that her clothes were all right, put the washed clothes on her shoulder placed the 

vessel filled with water on her hip and started towards her house along with Siddhanti’s wife 

who waited all long for Rukmiṇi to get ready to go home. 

2.4. Cultural terms in Chapter-2 of ‘Rajasekhara Charita’  

2.4. a. GĀJULU 

Generally translated as bangles, and it is difficult to ascertain as to when the word 

bangles was introduced as equivalent to ‘gājulu’ as the these ornaments are aline to English 

people. May be the prolonged rule of India by English might have helped to invent some 

words such as this ‘gājulu’ has got a lot of significance in India (Hindu)culture. A lady with 

five items, viz bangles, flowers (in the plait), turmeric, kuṃkuma and mangaḷasūtram, is 

called a ‘muttaiduva’ and such a lady is considered to be auspicious during any function. 

Moreover, it is used to be custumary to break the bangles of the wife on the tenth day after 

the death of the husband, simply to notify that she is a widow there after. Therefore, 

comparatively ‘gājulu’is an auspicious ornament unlike others. 

 ‘Gājulu’ are made of gold for rich people and of glass for others. The letter is 

popularly called ‘matti gājulu’ which, when translated turns out to be ‘clay/bangles’.  

Hutch: Bracelets 

Sankara: A glass bracelet or bangle; a thin bangle of gold silver. 

OXD: Bangle, bracelet. 

2.4. b. AṂDE 

The term ‘aṃde’ (aṃdiya) is the name of an ornament, mostly made of silver and worn 

around the anklet by woman. Sometimes they are added with small boxes (muvvalu) with 

pebbles inside so that during walk there will be melodious sound. 
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Since the people speaking the target language, i.e. English, do not wear such ornaments, 

‘ande’ is a culture specific term and hence rendered untranslatable. 

In the original it is described that the ‘aṃdiya’ (and mattiya) are in the foot. This is so 

because the author wanted to cover both as ornaments of a single limb. Rather an ‘aṃdiya’ is 

worn upon/around the ‘cīlamanda’ (ankle). 

Hutch: Anklets 

Śankara: A chain or band worn round the ankle. 

J.P.L GWYN- A foot trinket of silver, filled with small pebbles in order to sound and worn 

by women on their ankles. 

2.4. c. MAṬṬIYA 

 ‘maṭṭiya’ (also meṭṭiya/meṭṭe) is a ring, generally made of silver and worn by married 

ladies only around the second big toe of both the feet. In other wards it is considered as a 

token to decide as to whether a girl is married or not. 

Just in the case of ‘andiya/aṃde/cuṭṭu’ here also ‘iya’ is optionally replaced by ‘e’. 

It may be noted that the context and the place of the description has to kept in mind when the 

author described that there was sound emanating from ‘maṭṭiyas’ too. 

It is unlikely that ladies wear chappals while going to bathe. And this kind of scene is 

common in the rural areas of India.  

The description also suggests that the path to the river was strewn with pebbles and stones. 

So that when a lady with ‘maṭṭiyā’s’, walks across there will be sound. 

Since the English people do not wear an ornament like ‘maṭṭiyā’s’, the term is culture specific 

and therefore untranslatable. 

Hutch: Toe rings. 

Sankara: A ring worn on the toe ring. 

OXD: Women’s toe ring. 
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2.4. d. OḌḌĀṆAMU 

The term ‘oḍḍāṇamu’ (oḍḍāṇamu) is an ornament like girdle, worn by rich ladies 

around the waist and it is mostly made of gold or silver. It may be observed that the ornament 

is worn during functions only.  

 The term girdle, in fact, does not denote a ‘voḍḍāṇamu’ as the ornament is strange to 

the people of English. It is simply impossible to find any equivalent.  

Hutch: Waist belt. 

Sankara: A cestus or belt of gold or silver worn by women over their dresses.  

OXD: Gold waist belt worn by woman 

2.4. e. KAṂKAṆAMU 

 In modern times we may come across some men belonging to different cultures 

wearing a bracelet around the wrist (usually right hand) and it is made up of copper or steel 

(the former for health reasons). 

 On the other hand, it is customary in Indian culture to wear a ‘kaṃkaṇam’ made of 

gold. Histoy tells us and still it is in vogue, that scholars and poets are awarded ‘kaṃkaṇam’, 

simply to show their scholarship etc. 

 Rather the term is used figuratively also ‘vaadu eepani cestānani ‘kaṃakṇam’ 

kaṭṭukunnadu’ (he vowed to finish this work). Here, it means that the person is with good will 

power. 

 ‘Bracelet’ may be a rough translation of ‘kaṃkaṇamu’. In Indian culture ‘kaṃkaṇam’, 

as was mentioned earlier, has got some significance. 

 In the present context, the poet describes that Rukmiṇi was wearing ‘pasiḍi 

kaṃkaṇam’ on the forehands and since it is also mentioned that she was also wearing 

bangles, here ‘pasiḍi kaṃkaṇālu’ refers to golden bracelets.  

By and large ‘kaṃkaṇam’ also is a term that cannot be translated to English. 

Hutch:  Bracelet. 
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Sankara: A bracelet or anklet 

OXD: Bangle or bracelet 

2.4. f. PAIYYEDA 

 It can be split as payi (pai)+eda. The true translation is ‘upon the cest’. It refers to the 

cloth, which is used by young ladies to cover the chest. ‘eda’ is the vikṛti (changed form) of 

prakṛti (original) ‘hṛdayamu’. 

 Again the term is heavily culture specific as it is next to impossible to find any young 

lady of English culture to have a ‘paiyyeda’. Therefore, there is no other go, but to offer an 

explanation for the term. 

‘paiṭa’, ‘pamiṭa’ are the other forms of ‘paiyyeda’. 

Hutch: ? 

Sankara: A woman’s mantle formed by throwing the train or end of the cloth over her breast 

     and head. 

Gwyn: A woman’s veil or mantle formed or her skirt thrown over her shoulder and her 

 breast. 

2.4. g. PAYYEDA CAKKACĒRCUKONUCU 

Literally it means setting right the ‘paiyyeda’. The expression is culture specific. In Indian, 

rather Āndhra culture is customary that young ladies when they come across the opposite sex 

do set right the ‘paiyyeda’ that has got shifted from the original position. This is done so as 

they feel shy to expose the chest. 

As such, the expression cannot be digested by a speaker of the target language without proper 

explanation. 

2.4. h. TINNAGĀ TALAVANCUKUNI 

Literally it means in a straight way with the head downwards. The elders prescribed, 

especially to unmarried young girls to go straight with the head downwards. This is done due 

to the fear in mind that the girl, due to young age and lack of knowledge and experience may 

get in contact with some boy that is likely to vitiate her life. 
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It is also a fact that elderly people while suggesting a match prefer such girls and the custom 

is simply meant to maintain the cultural standards. The moments and behaviour of an English 

girl need not be described. 

2.4. i. RĀGICEṂBU 

It is a small water container made of copper. During ancient times, even today copper 

occupies comparatively an important place, in the life style. According to ayurveda the water 

preserved overnight in a copper container if consumed in the morning would check the 

aggravation of three humors (guṇā’s), viz vātā(gout), pitā(bile) and kaphā(phlegm). 

Therefore, holding a copper container, that too a clean and shinning one, by Rukmṇi has got 

its significance in the Indian cultural theatre. 

Hutch: Copper cup. 

Sankara: A cup, a jug, an ewer, a cruise, a goblet, a tankard. A vase or globular metal pot of a 

    peculiar form. 

OXD: Small round metal water pot. 

2.4. j. YAYĀVARAMU 

Yāyavāramu is a profession of begging resorted to by students and Brāhmin house holders. In 

the traditional education system, students would go and live with a teacher and would go 

around the village begging for alms to support themseleves. House holders of the Brāhmin 

caste also supported themselves by begging for alms as a means of livelihood. The only work 

done by a Brāhmin was to learn and teach and to perform and help others perform sacrifices, 

worship etc. The society supported these activities of Brāhmins by giving them alms. Later 

on even as Brāhmins owned lands and either cultivated or got their landed cultivated etc, or 

entered to royal service, or resorted to other means of earning, a few Brāhmins continued the 

traditional practice of begging. In fact at that time the present events take place it would have 

not been an exaggeration to say that most Brāhmins resorted to beginning at least once if only 

as a ceremonious fulfilment of their kulavṛuthi- the traditional means of livelihood ordained 

for their caste. 

Hutch: Alms 

Sankara: Alms; begging. 
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OXD: To ask for alms. 

2.4. k. SĀMUDRIKAMU 

Sāmudrika science deals with the correlation between various parts of the body and 

the nature and qualities of a person. Thus looking at the various body parts a man’s 

profession and prospects could be predicted. For instance in Abhign͂͂ ānaśākuṃtala (Act5) 

when the hero disowns the baby growing in the heroine’s womb, the hero agrees with his 

preacher’s suggestion that if baby after being born, displace features of an emperor, then it 

would indeed be agreed as the hero’s baby, this text is based on the science of Sāmudrika. 

Hutch: Palmistry. 

Sankara: The art of interpreting the marks of the body, chiromancy, chirography,   

    palmistry. 

OXD: Palmistry. 

2.4. l. GHUṆĀKṢARANYĀYAṂ 

Ghuṇa means an insect that lives under the bark. The eaten part of the bark may look like a 

letter. Rather the fact is that the insect did not try to write any letter. Rather it was just by 

chance. Similarly the creator did not contemplate to create a girl with such a beauty. Rather it 

was just by a chance that she emerged beautiful. This is what is meant by Ghuṇākṣaranyāya. 

Anything that happened by chance is explained through this norm. 

Hutch: A literal freak of nature! 

Sankara: The fallacy of attaching a value to something purely accidental and meaningless 

(much like trying to make out that there is secret writing in the lines left on old worn-out 

tomes on which book-worms have been at work.) 

2.4. m. KĀRTIKAM ĀSA 

Kārtikamāsa- as per the Indian calendar there are six seasons called ṛtus viz, 1.Vasaṃtaṛtu-

spring, 2.Grīṣmaṛtu-summer, 3.Varṣaṛthu-rainy season, 4.Śaradṛtu-autumn, 5.Hēṃantaṛtu-

winter, and 6.Śisiraṛtu-The snow season. 
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Śaradhṛtu has two months Āśvayuja and Kārtika dedicated to Pārvati and Śiva respectively. 

In the first month of Śaradṛtu goddess Pārvati is worshipped in various forms during Daśara. 

The second month Kārtika is spent worshipping lord Śhiva. Some of the practices include one 

(madi snānaṃ) bathing in a river in the early morning; two, naṭṭaṃ (not eating during a day) 

and three, performing abhisheka to Lord Śiva eapecially on Mondays. Monday is considered 

as the day dear to lord Śiva because, the name itself-sōmavāsara indicates the day of one with 

Uma (sa+umāvāsara). On Mondays dusk is considered as Śiva, who is worshipped at dusk 

called Pradōṣakāla. 

Hutch: karttika. 

Sankara: Name of the eight lunar month. 

OXD: The eigth Telugu lunar month. 

2.4. n. PĀRVATI ŚĀPAṂ 

The curse of Pārvati it is said that when Pārvati Dēvi created Gaṇapati and breathed life into 

him the moment was not auspicious and that Jyōtiṣa scholars who examined this told Pārvati 

that this boy would not lead a full life. 

 Later as predicted Gaṇapati died on Bhādrapada śuddha caviti as he was unable to 

digest all the food given to him on the occasion of being crowned as the controller of 

obstacles. This disconsolate Pārvati and cursed the scholars of jyōtiṣaśastra that if they know 

the future perfectly and spell it out completely they would immediately die. After that, though 

jyōtiṣaśāstra is perfect, very few mastered it completely and even those who did, took care 

not to predict the future completely. The youngest of Pāndavās, Sahadēva is cited as an 

example of a person who knew future but did not spell it out. Coming back to the story of 

Vināyaka that day Pārvati also cursed the moon, who laughed at Gaṇapati’s plight. Later 

god’s pacified the anger of Pārvati by restoring life into Gaṇapati. Thus the failures of Jyōtiṣa 

śastra to predict future completely and all the time is attributed to Pārvati’s curse. 

Hutch: Curse of Parvati. 

Dict: ? 
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2.4. o. MAḌIBAṬṬALU 

Madi clothes- the concept of madi-madi is a state of purity, ardent of a Brāhmin while 

cooking food, praying god, performing rites and eating food. This is violated if the person in 

maḍi touches anybody or certain things which are not in a state of madi. One re-attains the 

state of purity that is madi by bathing in flowing water or a well in one’s house. Typically the 

daughters-in-law of house prepare maḍi clothes of husband and parents-in-law. First she 

bathes and while wearing wet clothes she soaks the required clothes, wrings them and puts 

them out to dry in a sacred place. These clothes could be considered fit for maḍi only if 

nobody touches them. So in many kitchens there are clothes lines strung at a height of twelve 

feet on which the clothes are hung using a couple of long sticks. 

Hutch: Washed cloths. 

Sankar: A pure or unpolluted cloth.  

OXD: Ceremonially pure cloths worn by orthodox persons when taking meals or 

 worshipping. 

2.4. p. KAḶḶĀPU 

In the olden days most streets were unpaved as were the courtyards in the house. Sometimes 

even floors within the house were not paved. At the beginning of a day women would mix 

cow/buffalo dung in water and sprinkle this on the street abutting their house in their front 

yard and unpaved surfaces of their house. This serves two purposes. One, the dust settles 

down due to sprinkling of the water, two cow dung which has anti bacterial properties 

ensures that there are no ants, poisonous insects or small animals hiding below the surface. 

Hutch: Cowdung water. 

Sankara: Sprinkling of water or the water spribnkled on the ground after it has been swept. 

OXD: cowdung and water mixed together and sprinkled in front of a house to settle the dust. 

2.4. q. MAILA  

Impure the old widow became impure as the water splashed on her was touched by a woman 

to who did not bathe and was so impure. Had the woman completed her bath and was 

wearing wet clothes she would be in a pure state, which is called as madi and water sprinkled 
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by her would not make the old widow impure. The author is criticising this blind belief about 

madi because the old widow now purifies herself by dipping in the holy water which made 

her pure in the first place. The view of the traditionalists is that the institution of madi is 

conducive to good hygiene and personal discipline though some aspects like the present one 

might look funny. The authors objection is not to such trifles, but to the inhuman practice of 

untouchability which could be traced to the concept of maḍi and maila (impurity.) 

Hutch: Defilement. 

Sankara: Dirt, foulness, filth, uncleanness, impurity. 

OXD: Ceremonial pollution or defilement. 

2.4. r. VĒDĀNTA 

Vēdāṃta means what occurs the end of Vēdās and is referred to as philosophy. Vedānta is 

one of the six Darśanas of Indian philosophy. Most of them preach the ephemeral nature of 

material possessions and emphasize virtues such as detachment from material possessions. 

Thus Vēdānta acquired a rūdhi meaning i.e, conventional meaning of detachment from 

material position. Another phrase used with a similar import is ‘Meṭṭa Vēdānta’, which refers 

to detachment from not only material possessions but also other human beings as everybody 

is mortal. 

Hutch: ? 

Sankara: The last of the six Darśanās of Hindu philosophy, based upon the major Upanishads. 

OXD: Philosophical. 

2.4. s. PĒRAṂṬAṂ 

Pēraṃṭaṃ means a married woman’s visit to another’s house on an auspicious occasion. 

According to Oxford dictionary these auspicious occasions are so numerous that Pēraṃṭaṃ is 

effectively like a revolving club for women, which they attend bedecked in their finest. 

Hutch: Party. 

Sankara: Invitation to married women to ateend a domestic festival. 

OXD: Marries woman’s visit to anothers house on an auspicious occasion.  
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2.4. t. SANKALPAM 

Since bathing in the river was a religious rite it was accompanied by chanting of certain 

Vēdic hymns. Before performing the religious rite first one takes Āacamana (sipping water 

thrice after pouring it in one’s palm shaped like a cows ear), and reciting the sankalpa. 

Sankalpa is a statement of intent and usually has the form of “at this time, in this place I 

belonging to such and such family, do the particular rite for the sake of such and such results 

etc.” The Sankalpa recited for river-bathing has been translated in the translation. 

Hutch: Mantras. 

Sankara: Will, volition, purpose. 

2.4. u. PRATYAKṢAMUGA 

Literally it means having direct contact with the sense organs. In Indian philosophy many 

pramāṇās or means of knowledge are prescribed, pratyakṣaṃ is one of them acceptable to all 

schools. 

a.pratyakṣaṃ-this term can be split as prati+akṣam. Akṣam means any one of the 

jnānēṃdriyās, viz tvak(skin), cakṣus(eyes), śritra(ears), ghrāṇa(nose) and jihva(tongue). The 

above sense organs deals with-touch(sparśa), looking (dṛṣṭi), listening(śravaṇaṃ), 

smell(vasana) and taste(ruci) respectively. It may be noted that mind(manas) is also 

considered as an important one as it plays a pivotal role in getting the cognition (jñānam). In 

other words, when the eyes are in contact with a thing with the mind being involved, a person 

claims “I have seen this.” This is what is technically defined as indriyārdhāsannikarṣajanyam, 

jñānam pratyakṣaṃ. 

The same is the case with the rest of the indriyās. In English pratyakṣaṃ is called perception. 

Hutch: The eyes so blessed. 

Sankara: Cognizable by any of the organs of sense, perceivable, perceptible, sensible, and 

     present before the eyes. 

OXD: AAppearence, manifestation, presence. 
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2.4. v. UPAMĀNAṂ 

Getting cognition of a thing through similarity is ‘upamānaṃ’- ‘upa’=near bye, ‘mānaṃ’ is to 

measure. This is another pramāṇa which is contrasted with “pratyakṣam” in the present 

context. 

A person wants to have a glance at an animal called “gavya’. While entering the forest he 

enquired with the forester-how to identify a ‘gavya’. The latter replied, “you know a cow? 

The gavya is similar to a cow” Then the person enters the forest, comes across an animal that 

is similar to a cow and decided that it is the ‘gavya’. In the present context, the author of the 

work “Rājaśēkhara Caritra”, i.e Vīrēśalingaṃ Pantulu meant that in order to enjoy the beauty 

of Rukmiṇi one should see her directly, that is ‘pratyakṣamuga’. Although English language 

and philosophy there of have got pramānās, so such derevatory meaning can be offered to 

those terms. 

Hutch: ? 

2.4. w. ATTAPŌGOṬṬUKUNNADI ADUG ŌṬI KUṂḌA, KŌDALU PŌGOṬṬUNADI 

KOTTA KU ṂDA. 

This proverb stands to show that the mother-in-law takes the brighter pot where as the 

daughter-in-law the darker one. In other wards the former is for all the good, even if she 

commits a mistake where as the latter is for all bad, even if she does something good. 

Literally the proverb means ‘If an earthen pot (even if it is good) is lost by mother-in-law the 

pot is an already broken one and useless. But if the same is lost by daughter-in-law (even if it 

is a broken one) it is a new one. 

This tendency of the mother-in-law is, in fact embedded in a number of similar situations that 

reflect the domination of mother’s in-law and the injustice meted out to the daughter’s-in-

law. 

In the other culture such a scenario is seldom seen although one cannot rule out such content 

completely as we here some stories especially from the royal palace. 

Hutch: The mother-in-law breaks the cracked pot, the daughter-in-law the new? 
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2.4. x. LŌKAMUL Ō NIṬUVANṬIVĀRU LĒKUNNA PIṂḌI BOMMANU C ĒSI PĪTA 

MĪDA BEṬṬINA, ĀDABIḌḌATANAMUNAKADIRADIRI PA ḌḌADI. 

In the universe, although a woman does not have any relations, what so ever- even if a toy 

made of flour is put on a low levelled table, it would develop ego by taking the place of 

husband’s sister. 

              If we survey the relationship between two women, one is the wife of a person and 

the other being sister of the same there would never be harmony and generally it is the sister 

who is to blame. 

Hutch: ‘How could the saying originate that ‘‘Even a dough image will dance for joy on its 

seat if called a husband’s sister’’? 

2.4. y. ĀTMAPRADAK ṢIṆA 

Literally it means self (ātma) turn around in clockwise direction.(Pradakṣiṇaṃ) 

Towards the end of any pooja one is supposed to offer ātmapradakṣiṇa to deity. 

Hutch: Turned around thrice. 

Dict: ? 

2.4. z. DIKKUMĀLINA 

Literally it means ‘without direction’ whereas the lakṣyārtha (secondary meaning) is 

‘‘without Godfather/protector/guardian’’. 

 In other words, this phrase is often employed to express disgust or hatred towards a 

person or thing or situation.  

Hutch: Disonsolate. 

OXD: Helpless, wretched (a mildly abusive epithet.) 

2.4. aa. RUDRĀKṢALU 

The seeds of a tree called Rudrākṣa (elaeocarpus ganitrus), which are used in rosaries to 

perform ‘japa’.It is mostly used by ‘Śaivaites.’ There are varities varies of ēkamukhi, 

dwimukhi, paṃcamukhi...etc in Rudrākṣa seeds. 
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 Of late, it is discovered that rudrākṣās have got high medicinal values. 

Since time immemorial, there has been the custom of wearing rudrākṣamāla around the neck 

in Indian tradition. 

Hutch: Rudraksha seeds. 

OXD: Seeds of the rudraksha tree, used as rosary beads. 

2.4. ab. MUKKUPOḌUMU 

In Sanskrit it is called ‘nasyam’- the powder inhaled through nose. 

 For a long time some people, especially Sanskrit scholars, got accustomed to the habit 

of ‘nasyam’, which activates the mind and body but is considered bad for eye-sight-‘nasyam 

pandit lakṣaṇam sadā rucikaram nētradwayam nāśanam’. 

 Tobacco leaves are pounded to dust after fried being in ghee, to make it pungent. 

Lime of shell is added and the blend is called ‘nasyam’ and the same is mild active. 

Consumers claim that ‘nasyam’ refreshes the mind and prevents dizziness. 

Hutch: Snuff. 

Sankara: Snuff.  

OXD: Snuff. 

2.4. ac. SANKALPAM 

It means contemplation-having an idea of doing something- ‘sankalpaḥ karma manasam’- 

says amarakōśa. 

 In every ritual there will be ‘sankalapaḥ’ at the beginning. The person in question 

would spell the place, year, month, tithi (date), day, his name along with ‘gōtra’ including 

wife whereever applicable and then pledges to do a particular karma-and this is called 

‘sankalpam’. 

2.4. ad. PAḌḌAVĀDEPPUDU CEḌḌAVĀDU KĀDU 

A person who faces allegations would never be really bad. 
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This proverb suggests the norm bring an allegation and ‘hang the rat’ the norm suggests that 

if at all one decides to take action against a person; he should first bring some allegation or 

the other against the person in question and then only should take action. Otherwise, there 

will be resistance or criticism against the action. 

Both the telugu proverb and English norm insinuate that such a person facing action would 

someday come out clean and he will be vindicated.   

2.4. ae. ATTA LĒNI KŌDALU UTTAMUR ĀLU, KŌDALU L ĒNI ATTA 

GUṆAVANTUR ĀLU 

Anywhere in the universe, a daughter-in-law not trailed by mother-in-law is good in conduct 

and mother-in-law who is not associated with a daughter-in-law is good in behaviour. 

The word ‘ekkaḍanō’ in the above sentence suggests that the speaker firmly believes and 

concludes after a lot of experience, the fact and then asserts the same. 

The suggested meaning of the proverb in question is that individually either mother-in-law or 

daughter-in-law may be considered as well-behaved but the real colour will be out only when 

either is in company with the other. 

Hutch: The wife who has no mother-in-law will be good, and the woman who has no 

daughter-in-law virtuous. 

2.5. Translation of Chapter-3 from ‘Rajasekhara Charitra’  

Siddhānti’s wife and Rukmiṇi climbed the stairs walked along the streets till the temple, 
turned right there and after walking some distance Rukmiṇi turned into a street on the eastern 
side walked a few yards, stopped and cleared her voice twice. With her the Siddhānti wife 
who was with her also stopped walking and asked her “shall I go home then?” 

“Yes Somidēvammagāru you are compelled to take a long detour for my sake”. 

“How long is the distance? I will go in a minute.” 

“Okay, please go ahead.” 

“We are poor people; please bestow your kindness upon us.” 
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“Definitely” said Rukmiṇi but stopped suddenly after taking four steps, turned back and said 

‘Somidēvammagāru I forgot to tell you. When you go to the temple in the evening, please 

come to our house once.’ 

“Sure. I will come, shall I go now?” asked Somidēvamma and walked away. Though 

Siddhānti and his forefathers did not perform any sacrifice, on Somidēvammā’s side it was 

not so. Her paternal grandfather performed sacrifices every year for thirty four years and left 

to enjoy the pleasures of heaven with Rambha and other divine danseuses. Though 

Somidēvammā’s father did not perform any sacrifice, he did not like to lose the name 

acquired by spending a lot of money and named his son as Somayājulu and his daughter as 

Somidēvamma. Rukmiṇi walked another furlong, turned south and entered the third house 

through the back door. 

The house of Rājaśekaragāru was one of the better looking houses of those times. On both the 

sides of the main entrance, there were two wide platforms called ‘arugus’. Within those two 

platforms there was a sloping passage leading to the main entrance of the door frames. At 

about threshold level figurines of a lion sitting atop an elephant breaking open its skull were 

carved. From the heads of the lion sup to the lentil level creepers bearing various fruits and 

flowers, were carved on both sides. Above that, were carved two horses with their front limbs 

raised as if they were about to jump. On auspicious occasions, buntings of mango leaves were 

tied to these horses’ limbs. In the centre of top beam of the main door were carved lotuses. 

On either side of the lotuses were creepers with various leaves and flowers, with an 

occasional bird depicted as sitting on those creepers. There were strong cross bolts attached 

to the main doors and creepers were depicted even on top of these. 

Upon crossing the doorway one would enter the front courtyard called Chāvaḍi. There was a 

big drain hole at the other end of the courtyard into which the storm water would flow from 

all directions when it rains. This was connected to a street canal through a small culvert 

passing underneath the courtyard. On the northern and southern sides of the rain hole there 

were covered platforms called chavadis, facing each other. The southern chavadi was the 

kacheri chavadi. In this, during occasions like ceremony of exchanging tāmbūlās during 

marriages, when the invited relatives and village elders assemble on the platform and nautch 

girls would entertain them. During other occasions when gentlemen come visiting or during 

purāṇa kālakṣēpa after lunch or when students come to learn, Rājaśekhara would sit in this 

chāvaḍi. There were two rooms on two sides of the southern chāvaḍi. On the southern wall 
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there were long narrow doors through which cold air would be pushed for the comfort of the 

assembled guests. Behind the doors was the Pancapāli and behind that a small patch of 

garden pleasing to the eyes with various flowers bearing plants. There were paintings hung 

on the three walls of the kacēri chāvadi depicting the ten avatārās of Viṣṇu; Gōpikās raising 

their hands and praying to Kriṣṇa who sat on top of a ponna tree along with the clothes of 

gōpikās who went for a bath; Kriṣṇa felling two giant trees while trying to drag the “rolu” to 

which he was tied by his mother to prevent him from stealing butter from other houses; other 

such stories of Lord Kriṣṇa; Shiva related paintings of Kumāraswāmi killing Tārakāsura, 

Pārvati killing Mahiṣhāsura and Shiva destroying Tripura; and other paintings depicting 

Vighnēśwara, Saraswati, Gajalakṣhmi, the four headed Brahma and so on. The northern 

chāvadi was plain and often closed. There were two or three old saddles hung in the northern 

chavadi which are used when Rājaśekaragāru travelled to some other village or when other 

gentlemen in the village asked for them. However one new saddle was kept covered on the 

floor near the western wall of the northern chavadi. If one opens the door in the chāvaḍi and 

enters the northern pancapāli one would see a large well. Many neighbours draw water from 

this well with the pulleys creating noise. On the western side of the well two silos (called 

gādes) used to store grain were built separately without touching any other structure. Near the 

well was a small side door leading into the street. This was the door through which Rukmiṇi 

entered and through which neighbours come to draw water from the well. When neighboring 

women came to visit, or when the women inside the house wanted to go out when Rājaśekara 

was sitting on the kacēricāvadi, this door was used. 

There were four pillars on the four corners of the courtyard with the drain hole with jack 

fruits carved on them. Across the main-street-cāvadi was the western chavadi with a door 

way leading into the main house. One enters into an interior chavadi if one passes through the 

doorway. On the southern side of the cāvaḍi was the door leading to the bedroom of the 

Rājaśekara. Along the northern wall of his bedroom running from east to west, a four-poster 

cot was mounted on four stones. All around the cot was a mosquito net and a thin curtain. 

Between the posters of the cot were lacquered plates and bowls. On the top of the cot was a 

hung parrot cage with wooden fruits and flowers. Walls of the bedroom were painted with a 

lime-based solution. Along the walls were hung hangings knit patiently by Rukmini and her 

mother. Slightly above the hangings were parrots made of cloth and hung by threads moving 

beautifully whenever there was a breeze. Wooden shelves were fixed to the walls and on 

these shelves, were arranged kondapalli dolls and a kitchen-set made of lacquer called 
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lakkapidatalu adding to the inner beauty to the room. To the same walls were attached small 

pictures of the Daśāvatāra etc. On the southern walls was a painting of decoration of Śrī 

Rāma. This is the first thing that Rājaśekara sees upon waking up every day; he looks at any 

other thing only after seeing this painting. There was a large beautiful attic attached to the 

room. In the attic, on the top of the southern wall, were stored large wooden chests. Ordinary 

clothes and Sanskrit books printed in dēvanagari script on Bengāli papers were stored in the 

chest. Along the western wall there was a large strong wooden box with a big lock. Inside 

this, in smaller locked boxes were kept jewels, fine clothes worn on festival days and money. 

Whenever the fear of robbers was great during the dark nights Rājaśekara would arrange his 

bed to be laid on the mandasa box. There was a way out to the room of the southern side 

leading to the back yard. If one takes that path one would come upon a large expanse of 

chrysanthemum pleasing one’s eyes with the yellow of their flowers. To its left was a bower 

of jasmine creepers. The present time was not the season for the jasmine flowers, but the 

creepers were beautiful nonetheless with their sparkling green leaves. 

In the interior chavaḍi in front of entrance to Rājaśekara’s bedroom there was a parrot cage 

hung from a beam. The parrot in that used to repeat phrases like “who is that “, “the cat has 

come, chase it away”, “vegetables ahoy! Green leaf vegetables” in its naturally sweet voice. 

To the same beam some distance away were hung books like Rāmayaṇa which were in the 

form of bundles of palm leaves manuscript.  Every day morning Rukmiṇi would take out the 

parrot from the cage mount it on her hand and teach it poems like “cētilō vennamudda”. 

Though it was not common for women to be educated in those days, Rājaśekara out of 

affection personally taught Rukmiṇi up to a stage where she could read and understand a new 

book on her own. Since she was naturally bright, with education adding to it, she developed a 

sense of what is right, what is not, at a fairly in young age. Though jealous neighbours 

remarked unfavourably amongst themselves about the fact that Rājaśekara taught his 

daughter how to read and write, they did not dare to remark openly as he was a rich man. Not 

that they totally kept to themselves; they influenced an old man whom in Rājaśekara 

respected as a well wisher in relatives and made him say in one of the assemblies: “My dear 

Rājaśekara!  We do not have the custom of educating women. Why are you educating 

Rukmini?” Since Rājaśekara knew the benefit of education and since there was nothing in the 

traditional texts prohibiting women’s education, and since he knew that all the respected 

pativrataas of yore were educated, he did not pay heed to the old man’s words and instead 

quoted a few sentences from traditional texts to the assembly and sought their views. Though 
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all the assembled men did not favour women’s education since they were not used to oppose 

Rājaśekarā’s views, they all extolled the virtues of educating women and Rājaśekara who 

took steps to educate Rukmiṇi. 

A few steps away from the parrot’s cage was the door to the western chamber which was 

large enough to feed fifty Brāhmins in one go. If we see the dining hall just before the guests 

arrived to eat, we would see low flat stools about three inches off the ground called peetas 

ranged against the length of the walls with a gap of about one foot or moora. In front of the 

peetas the floor would be cleaned and decorated with a rangavalli/ rangōli which is a floral 

pattern draw using rice flour. On the north eastern side of the western chamber was a small 

platform paved in stone which was the altar. On that was a box called Bhuvanēśwaram which 

contains the utensils used for daily worship and also the idols. This was called Dēvatārcana 

pette, the box used to worship God. On top of this was the copy of the fifth book of 

Rāmayaṇa called Sundarakānda which Rājaśekara would recite daily in maḍi. After bathing 

Rājaśekara would sit on a pīta in front of an altar, does pancha pūja and recite Rāmāyaṇa. 

Opposite the altar is the door which leads to a backyard, where there was a special bed for 

basil trees, called tulasikōta cordoned with brick and mortal walls of four to five feet height. 

Within the tulasi kōta two varieties of basil called Kṛṣṇa tulasi and Lakṣmitulasi were grown 

with devotion and diligence. Slightly away was a large patch of basil and beyond that was 

nityamalli plant (a species of jasmine) and near that were nandivardhana plants and curled 

around the nandivardhana plants were creepers of kāsiratnā’s  - all of which used to provide 

the flowers and leaves required for the daily worship of Rājaśekara. Beyond these, grown 

along the compound wall, were the marigolds, pogadabanthi plants and Candrakānta plants 

tended to with affection by Rukmiṇi and her younger sister. In the backyard attached to 

southern chamber, which was similar to the western chamber and served as the kitchen, was a 

beautiful orchard of plantain trees. Rājaśekara would bathe everyday in this orchard. 

Rukmiṇi who bathed in Godavari and brought sacred river water poured that in the tulasi 

kōta, perambulated thrice around that in wet clothes, and later changed into silk maḍi clothes. 

She brought a small container of kumkuma and a carrier with separate chambers for turmeric, 

consecrated rice grains called askshataas and rice flour; and cleaned the space in front of 

tulasi kota by sprinkling water and wiping it with her bare hands, and then drew a rangavalli 

containing lotuses and other details with rice flour, decorating it with kumkuma and turmeric 

here and there, while singing a song depicting the story of Rāmayaṇa. 
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Meanwhile Rājaśekara came back discussing various things with those who came with him, 

occasionally asking for repetition of words lost in the creaking sounds made by their foot 

wear. The party reached Rājaśekara’s house, left their footwear in the chavaḍi attached to the 

main door and sat on the carpet in kacēri cāvadi leaning against the southern wall. Tired as 

they were walking in the sun, they used their upper garments to wipe off their perspiration 

and fan themselves. Then Nandi Rāghavācārya adjusted flakes of his nāmam painted with 

tirumani with his left hand, squeezed his hands showing his hesitation to speak, and slowly 

looking into Rājaśekara’s face said “your Lordship is not favourably disposed towards swami 

now a days” with a smile; he stood up took out a garland of gannēru (Oleander) flower from a 

basket and handed it over with the words “please show your complete grace upon the 

swāmi”. 

Receiving the garland with devotion, “Is there any festival of Janārdana swāmi to be 

performed in the near future?”, asked Rājaśekara, Rāghavācarya replied “within fifteen days 

on the fourteenth day of the bright fortnight of the month margasira and on the full moon day 

we have the birth stars of tirumanga ālvār and tiruppaṇa, during which we need special 

celebrations. A month later Dhanurmāsa would start. During the thirty days of Dhanurmāsa 

we need to do nityotsava. During Sankrānthi days, we need to perform the sadhyāyana 

festival.Within the month Dhanus, on the twelfth day of the dark fortnight of the month 

Pushya we have the birth star of tondaradippodi ālvār which requires a celebration grander 

than the Lord’s festival.” 

“Are the services of Bālabhōgam and nanda dīpam being performed?” 

“The two rupees that your Lordship is sending every month is not proving sufficient for daily 

Bālabhōgam as more devotees are coming. We are adding a rupee to the one rupee being sent 

kindly by you for the sake of nandādīpam and are performing it after a fashion. However I do 

not like the fact that somebody else should have a share in the nandādīpam service. Swāmi 

does not have any vehicle it would be nice if a ponna vehicle is arranged for the adhyana 

festival. Even if it is not possible in this year I submit this to you, as it should be your 

privilege only to provide this vehicle.” 

“I heard that there were some disputes with some devotees recently” 

Rāghavācārya explained “the swāmi from the Dwāraka Tirumala finished his Sāpātu and the 

swāmi from the Pentapādu worshipped the Lord and sat together. One of them was from the 
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Tengal and the other was from Vadahal branch; consequently they argued whether there can 

be a mark beneath the naamam.” 

Rājaśekara persisted “was the argument restricted to words?’’ 

“They did get physical but my younger brother interferred and stop them’’ 

“How big is the estate of Janārdanaswāmi?’’ 

“It is said that there is seven Putlu. However five putlu is being cultivated by the Bhōgamu 

people. Remaining two putlu belongs to priests and not to the swāmi. 

“Then why did the troop of pleasure women not attend the recent festival?’’ 

They do not perform at all festivals since they are staying in Rājamahēndravaram. It would be 

very expensive and difficult for them to engage a cart and come to perform at every minor 

festival. They perform only during the marriage festival and the cart festival. At that time it is 

customary to pay them rupees four from the swami’s money as travel allowances. 

Meanwhile, a gentleman of fair complexion about thirty years old dressed in white came 

familiarly into chāvaḍi and swinging his hand stick instructed a porter “hey Rāmu take the 

package inside, consult somebody and keep it in the bedroom of Śrī Rājaśekara.’’ Then he 

made space for himself amongst those who sat on the chavadi and pushed forward and made 

to sit on the carpet nearest to Rājaśekara as if he were a very close associate. Though 

Rājaśekara did not recollect ever seeing the face of the new person, he thought it would be 

improper if the gentleman is not received properly and so he half rose from his seat, showed a 

place to sit with his hand and moved back a bit so that the guest would be comfortable; then 

he enquired about the well being of the stranger and the stranger is relative back home but 

desisted from asking the question “who are you?’’ as he thought it might be perceived as a 

fault. Then the stranger rolled his tobacco box of Rāghavācārya, discarded the pinch, inhaled 

it through his nose and turned towards Rājaśekara and said “it looks like Rājaśekaragāru has 

forgotten me.’’ 

“No, no,” said Rājaśekara smiling broadly. 

The new comer persisted: “You have still not placed me properly. You saw me ten years back 

in Rajahmundry in the house of Rāmamūrthi gāru. My name is Vāmarāju Bhairavamūrthy. 

We are all close relatives. The son-in-law of the paternal aunt of your mother is himself the 
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son of the once removed aunt of my uncle. Recently my brother Sāmbayya stayed with you 

for about a month; he has been extolling your hospitality all the time since then. He also 

showed me the new clothes you gave him. Looking at that, one of our relatives expressed his 

happiness that you are in so great a situation. 

Listening to the words of Bhairavamūrthy, one old man who was sleeping inside, rose and 

came into the chavaḍi, and asked Bhairavamūrthy, “When did you come?” 

“Who is it, oho Mr. Prasāda Rao. Sir when did you come here?” asked Bhairavamūrthy. 

“Have been staying for two months” said Prasāda rao “I came to visit Rājaśekara as he is a 

relative but got stuck here due to his insistence that I stay back. Rājaśekara is indeed the best 

among our relatives,” saying thus the old man sat down. 

Rāghavācārya asked the old man “Grandfather in what way you are related to 

Rājaśekaragāru?” 

“You heard how our man Bhairavamūrthy is related to Rājaśekara, right?” said Prasādarao 

“the brother in law of the maternal uncle of Bhairavamūrthy is the step brother of the mother 

in law of my daughter.” 

While the men are discussing in the chāvadi, a woman from inside the house called out twice 

or thrice “Seeta! Seeta!” then Rāghavaachaarya relayed the message saying “Seetamma you 

have been called from inside the house.” Upon that a seven year old girl of fair complexion, 

dressed in a long skirt called parikini who was playing a game of dice with girls of her age in 

the Pancapāli near the well, responded and came running with the dice in her right hand and a 

toy in her left hand and went towards the kitchen door. She was the second daughter of 

Rajasekhara. 

Standing outside the kitchen Seetamma enquired “mother, why did you call me?” 

“Tell your father that the food is ready and that he can go and bathe”, replied Mānikyamba. 

Mānikyamba was the wife of Rājaśekara. Though she was not as intelligent as Rukmiṇi, nor 

educated, she had an incomparable prowess   in managing the household and in cooking. In 

form, she resembled Rukmiṇi; her face showed her age and she was a shade darker than 

Rukmiṇi. Though she was thirty years old, she looked much younger. 
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Then Sīta came back running into cāvaḍi, announced “father, the cooking is done. Mother 

said that you could go to your bath”, and went back to her game of dice in the Pancapāli near 

the well. 

“Prasāda Rao gāru please go to the well if you have to bathe; Bhairavamūrthy gaaru will you 

go to Godavari or will you bathe at the well?” said Rājaśekara. 

“Since today is Monday of the month Kārtika I shall go to Godavari” said Bhairavamūrthy. 

Then all the assembled gentlemen got up and took leave from Rājaśekara and went home. 

Rājaśekara also walked towards the western chamber of the house. Mānikyāmba who was 

extracting sandal wood paste, then, walked towards door leading to the backyard with her toe 

rings making a sound, stood near the threshold with one foot inside and with another foot 

outside the Panchapāli and said in a loud voice holding on to the door frame: Rukmiṇi your 

father has come to bathe; quickly go and help him with the water.” Having heard that 

Rukmiṇi who was gathering flowers for pooja responded and quickly came in holding a 

copper plate full of nityamalli flowers and basil leaves, placed it on the altar and rushed to the 

kitchen yard to help her father with the water. Mānikyamba gathered the sandal wood paste 

into a small brass cup and placed it near the short stool called peeta on the altar along with a 

cup holding consecrated rice called akshata, and a box of vibhooti.  At the same time a 

widow of about forty years came in wearing wet clothes and covering her head with the same 

clothes, took some ash from the stove smeared it on her forehead, and kept madi water into 

small vessels near the peeta later. Rājaśekara finished bathing, wiped his hair dry, tied the tips 

of his hair, wore the madi cloth dried for him, sat on the peeta on the altar, and sipped water 

thrice. Then he took some vibhūti, powdered it in his left hand, sprinkled some water to make 

it wet and then applied that with the index finger, and middle finger and ring finger on his 

forehead, shoulders and throughout his chest; then he opened the lock of the box called 

Bhuvanēswaram and took out the icons and stones, placed them in a plate and started his 

pooja. Meanwhile others also bathed and came in and sat on the pīta arranged along the wall. 

Once all the guests sat down to eat, Mānikyamba changed from madi clothes to ordinary 

clothes and sat in the bedroom. Rolling betel leaves. [“Rolling betel leaves” refers to 

preparation of taambula which consists of cleaning the leaves, cutting the stem and removing 

the spine which runs down middle of the leave, applying a trace of lime, rolling the leaves 

into a cone, placing betel nuts, cinnamon and various other herbs or extracts in it and finally 

closing the cone by tucking the leaves in.] Meanwhile some body at the main door called out 
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loudly “Rājaśekara garu” and repeated the call some twenty times in a very loud voice. By 

the time Mānikyamba responded as “coming, coming” and reached the main door, the door 

was banged loudly and repeatedly. When she opened the doors she saw a tall dark man filling 

the entire doorway whose cheeks were painted, by a mixture of perspiration and ashes 

applied to his forehead, ear rings were hanging like swings, face was wrinkled due to old age, 

gray hair was showing through the upper garment tied like a turban and who was carrying a 

dry stick on his right shoulder from which were hung on the back side a bundle of deer skin 

fattened by used Dhōtis and a seating mat made of darbha grass within the bundle; and a 

small copper pot and a bag made of plant fibres on the front side. Once the door was open, 

that man walked straight to the western chamber and stood in front of Rājaśekaragāru. 

“Śāstrulugāru to which village do you belong to?” asked Rājaśekara, the stranger replied: 

“I belong to Kānur agrahāaram, our family name is Bulusu and my name is Pērayya 

Sōmayājulu. Your fame has spread all over the world. In this world lives such as yours alone 

are purposeful as you would feed many Brāhmins and felicitate them by giving them money; 

what is the point of life of an useless man like me?” 

“Since today is a Monday of the month Kārtika, would you fast till night?” asked 

Rājaśekara,.“No I cannot fast as I have grown old.” 

“Sōmayājulugāru seems to have been in the hot sun for a long time please go quickly to the 

well and bathe with a few buckets of water! Food is being served,” said Rājaśekara. 

“You all please go ahead with your meal” replied Sōmayājulu.” I have one request, though. I 

need Swahastapākamu (that is food cooked by one’s own hands). If you can kindly arrange 

for a stove cleaned with cow dung and a few ingredients I shall bathe and cook my own 

food.” 

“We do not have a spare stove; you must kindly join us.” 

“I have a principle that I don’t consume food cooked by women. Men cook food in your 

home, isn’t it?” 

“The daughter of my mother’s sister cooked the food” said Rājaśekara. “In fact it is women 

who cook in our house.” 
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“Alas! Cried Sōmayājulu, “How could I consume food cooked not only by women but by a 

niyogi at that? Kindly arrange for a vessel to be mounted with rice and water; I shall do the 

remaining.” 

“It would not be possible today. You may go to some other place this once.” Said Rājaśekara 

Sōmayājulu thought for a while and said: “I know that from the beginning your tradition is 

the highest one. Your grandfather performed many rites; your father verily knew Brāhmaṇ. I 

should not really mind eating in your house but if it becomes known that I deviated from my 

principle I would be pressurised to do so at other places. So, kindly keep it a secret that I ate 

here. Since today is a Monday of month Kārtika, I shall go to Godavari, bathe and come back 

in a minute. Please continue serving the food. 

Then Pērayya Sōmayājulu kept his deer skin bundle and plant fibre bag in the middle of the 

house, went to Godavari, bathed and returned. After coming back, he opened the deer skin 

bundle in the cāvadi took out the darbha mat, sat on it, and started meditating while counting, 

using a rosary made of Rudrākṣas. While he was mediating PrasādaRao reminded him that he 

was on medication and needed to eat early; similarly others came from the dining hall to the 

cāvadi and reminded that food has been served and were getting cold. Unmindful of these 

reminders, Sōmayājulu continued his meditation for about two gadiyas (forty eight minutes) 

and then came and sat in front of his leaf. There everybody consecrated the food by 

performing pariṣecana and started eating their food. 

While eating Rājaśekara enquired “I cannot see the man who came from Rajahmundry with a 

Śubhalēka. Where is he sitting?” 

“Sir! Sir!” replied Venkayya, “I am sitting here behind Sōmayājulugāru in the corner”. 

“This food is divine. Who needs food cooked by Nala or Bhīma, if one has this kind of food”, 

Said Somayajulu. 

“Sōmayājulu garu!  Ridgegaurd served yesterday in the choultry was not tasty” said 

venkayya in support. 

“Which choultry!” enquired the Rājaśekara. 

“Yesterday in a Rājamahendravaram, a Vaisya fed many people on the occasion of his house 

warming. Bolli pērayya cooked the food. There Sōmayājulugāru and I sat in the pankti.” 
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In this way everybody ate their food discussing various matters and washed their hands in the 

backyard attached to the dining hall. They walked back belching loudly and rubbing their 

stomachs with their hands and sat in a chavadi. Sōmayājulugāru came with the intent of 

staying for a few days but keeping in mind the conversation at lunch time, left after taking 

tāmbūla without even asking for the customary felicitation with some money. 

2.6. Cultural terms in Chapter-3 of ‘Rajasekhara Charita’  

2.6. a. BHŌGAMU  

 In the vedic religion it is believed that one attains heaven if one performs sacrifice on 

the basis of injunctions like “Swargakāmō yajēta”(the one desirous of heaven should 

scarifice). In heaven one does not have hunger or sleep or sorrow. There are a category of 

divine beings called Apsarasas who entertain gods and those who stay in heaven. Rambha is 

supposed to be the most beautiful amongst those Apsarasas. The authors tone is critical of 

this belief/ practice as he says that Sōmidēvamma’s grandfather secured a chance to enjoy the 

pleasure of Rambha’s company by sacrificing thirty four animals. Brahmsamāja to which the 

author belonged to did not approve of such animal sacrifices. 

Hutch: Dancing woman. 

Sankara: Enjoyment; the money paid to a prostitute. 

OXD: Prostitutes. 

2.6. b. NAUTCH 

 “Nautch” word is derived from the Hindi word “nauch” meaning “dance”. Women 

referred euphemistically referred to as dancing girls are usually prostitutes. One of the 

entertainments provided by the host in a major celebration was a troop of dancing girls. These 

women would usually sing and dance and flirt with the guests quite openly. This practice was 

prevalent till the end of nineteenth century. 

Hutch: Dancing woman. 

Sankara: Enjoyment; the money paid to a prostitute. 

OXD: Prostitutes. 
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2.6. c. SŌMID ĒVAMMA  

 Amongst sacrifices there are a class of sacrifies called Sōmayāgās which are very 

elaborate and involve a huge expenditure. A person who has performed such a sacrifice is 

called a Sōmayaji/Somayajulu and his wife is referred to as Sōmidēvamma. Other similar 

titles include Cayanulu, Yājulu and Somapeethi. In later times this titles were used as a part 

of the name or as a family or as the name itself. Vājapeyi is such a title (one who has 

performed the Vājapeya sacrifice) being used as a family name. In the present incident 

Sōmayājulu and Sōmidēvamma were used as given names as a way of remembering the fact 

that their forefathers performed sacrifices which was considered very prestigious. 

2.6.d. FIFTY BRĀHMINS   

         Dimensions would be of the order of thirty feet by twenty feet or 35/15 – in present day 

a hall of such dimensions would be sufficient to feed fifty persons in one go. 

2.6. e. MĀMI ḌITŌRAṆĀLU 

Bunting of mango leaves – During festivals, it is customary in Telugu country to 

decorate every doorway in the house with buntings of mango leaves. These are removed only 

after the leaves go dry in about ten days. The green leaves give a festive look to the house. 

The practice is so prevalent that the mere mention of decorative toraṇams (bunting) indicates 

that a festival is going on in the house. 

Hutch: Mango leaves.  

OXD: Festoon of mango leaves strung across an entrance. 

2.6. f. TĀMBŪLAM  

Rrefers to betel nut leaves in which fruits and betel nuts are kept. The combination of 

betel nut leaves with a trace of time, and betel nuts is usually taken after meals to aid 

digestion. Another use is that any major agreement, especially an engagement to marry is 

marked by presenting a tāmbūla along with new clothes, flowers and sweets. 

Hutch: Betel-and-leaf. 

Sankara: Betel leaves and areca nuts. 
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OXD: Betel leaves and areca nuts. 

2.6. g. FIRST THING RAJASEKHARA SEES  

 It is a general belief that if one sees an auspicious face or thing in the morning the 

day would pass nicely. Cats, widows etc were believed to bring bad luck. Therefore having 

done a portrait of God as the first thing to see after waking up is supposed to ward off any 

bad luck. 

2.6. h. PATIVRATA  

 Literally means one who follows her husband. All the great women extolled in the 

Purāṇās and Epics are Pativratās. 

Hutch: Virtues women. 

OXD: Chaste and virtuous wife. 

2.6. i. SNĀNAMU 

 Even today it is quite common for men to bathe in open, in villages. Usually there is 

a designated place for bathing where an arrangement is made to ensure that the bath water 

flows into trees. Plantain trees absorb a lot of water and are preferred as a bathing spot. 

Dict: Bath 

2.6. j. SWĀMI  

 To a devoted person, the construct of a human being showing grace on swami sounds 

like blasphemy. However in current context swami refers to the legal person, who is the 

particular God, possessing wealth like ornaments and lands. In other words it is the temple 

administration upon which Rājaśekara is being requested to show his grace by donating 

money etc. 

2.6. k. PŪRṆIMA 

 In the lunar month there are thirty tithis. This tithi is the duration in which the moon 

travels an angular distance of thirty degrees with respect to the sun. So in every lunar month 

there are thirty tithis. Each tithi referred to as a lunar day or simply the day. The period 

during which the moon waxes is called the bright fortnight or white fortnight. The fifteenth 
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day is the full moon day; thereafter the moon wanes. In what is known as the dark fortnight. 

The last day of fortnight is the no moon day or new moon day. 

Hutch: The full moon. 

Sankara: The day of full moon. 

OXD: Full moonday. 

2.6. l. DHANURMĀSA  

 Most of the people in Telugu country follow the lunar calendar usually, but there are 

exceptions especially amongst Vaiṣṇavās. The solar calendar is preferred in Tamil speaking 

country wherein the month lasts from Samkrānti to Samkrānti. Samkrānti is the time when 

sun enters a new zodiac sign. January fourteenth on which day the sun enters the zodiac sign 

makara (Capricorn) is called Makara Samkrānti. The solar month ending with Makara 

samkrānti is called the month Dhanus (Sagittarius) named after the zodiac sign. This solar 

month is believed to be dear to Viṣnu and special services are performed in all temples of 

Viṣnu. The lunar month concurrent, at least partley with Dhanurmāsa is puṣya, which also 

Nandi Rāghavācārya refers to. 

Hutch: Sagittarius. 

Sankara: The solar month during which the sun occupies the sign of Saggitarius. 

OXD: Name of the solar month (December-January) when the sun is in the sign of  

 Sagitarius. 

2.6. m. SĀPĀṬU 

 Sāpātu is a word commonly used in Tamil for a meal or consuming a meal. 

Vaishnavaas have by and large migrated from Tamil country to the Telugu-speaking part. 

While their language use in public is now fully Telugu, the language they use in kitchen 

retains a high component of Tamil words. Sāpatu is one such; as is thairsadam for curd rice 

and “more” for buttermilk. 
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2.6.n. TENGAL  

 There are two sect of Vaiṣṇavās the southern sect called Tengal and northern sect 

called Vadagal, who have some differences in matters of doctrine and costumes. For instance 

the southerners believe that the relation between God and man is as per the maarjala kishora 

nyāya that is the maxim of cat and kitten, wherein God is believed to take care of these 

devotees like a cat would its kitten. The northerners  believe in Markata kishōra nyāya, the 

maxim of monkey and its cup; As per this it is contingent  upon the devotee to be attached to 

God as a monkey cub, which would hold on to its mother. In terms of costume there is a 

small difference in the way they paint their nāmams. 

Hutch: Tengali. 

Dict: ? 

2.6. o. MANIṢI  

In Telugu original the actual word used is statue, “vigrahamu.” Here the secondary meaning 

called Lākṣanika should be understood because a living man cannot be a statue. However by 

using the word statue which is used for inanimate likenesses of a living thing, the author is 

indicating that though the man is a living being, he is as good as inanimate because he does 

not show concern for others or otherwise act in a civilized manner. This technique is not 

easily replicated in English. 

Dict: Man 

2.6. p. ŚĀSTRULU  

 Dress and possessions of the man indicate that he was a Brāhmin. Usually such 

people are expected to master one or in other science such as astrology, medicine or 

grammar. Śāstri is somebody who has mastered a sastra (science), saastrulu is the plural of 

sastri. The plural is used as a mark of respect. 

Hutch: Śāstri. 

OXD: Person who is learned in the Sastras. 

2.6. q. AGRAHĀRAM  
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Is a name given to a village where whose population consists mainly of Brāhmins. 

Hutch:Kanūragrahara. 

Sankara: A Street or village inhabited by Brāhmins. 

2.6. r. SWAHASTAPĀKAM  

  Agreat importance is attached to the purity of food that one consumes.Therefore 

Brāhmins who followed a strict regimen of personal purity (maḍi) and performance of rites 

were very careful to ensure that the food consumed by them was cooked by somebody who 

followed a similar regimen. Outside their homes, since it was not possible to ascertain the 

purity of the cook, they insisted on cooking their own food. This practice was called 

Swahastapākam – literally cooking by one’s own hands. 

Hutch: Food cooked by own hand. 

OXD: The custom of eating only food cooked by one’s. 

2.6. s. STRĪPĀKAMU   

 Women cooks had to pass an extra test of purity. Not only did they have to follow the 

regimen of maḍi etc, but they had to be married by the onset of puberty. Again, since this was 

difficult to ascertain, Brāhmins following a strict regimen ate only food cooked by men. 

Hutch: Cooked by woman 

2.6. t. NIYŌGI  

 In this particular region two sub sects of Brāhmins are to be found Vaidikas 

(Somayajulu is one) and Niyogis (Rājaśekara, Bhairavmūrthy etc). Though both the sects 

followed the same texts and ritual practices intermixing amongst them was frowned upon. 

Usually, they were at loggerheads. Vaidikas believed that Niyogis compromised more in the 

matter of dress and costumes. Niyōgis who were usually employed in the court or otherwise 

were more in tune with the world considered the Vaidikās to be backward and uncivilized in 

their dress and costumes. Many Vaidika Brāhmins used to refuse to eat food cooked or served 

by Niyōgis. 

Hutch: Niyōgi. 
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Sankara: Name of certain sect of secular Brāhmins. 

OXD: Name of a Brahman sect. 

2.6. u. ATTESARU  

The method of cooking rice is that one measure of rice was mixed with more than two 

measures of water and when the water came to a boil the vessel would be taken off the stove 

and most of the water would be drained and collected in a separated vessel. Poor people 

would consume this rice gruel called ganji. Others would use it to stiffen their clothes 

(referred to as applying starch to clothes); many would simply throw away this water 

Sōmayājulu requested that Rājaśekara should arrange for somebody to clean the rice, mix it 

with water and heat on the stove till it came to a boil. There after Sōmayājulu himself would 

drain the water and continue cooking till rest of the water evaporated. This is the last state of 

cooking and would take only a short while but it would mean that food was ‘cooked’ by 

somayajulu himself. 

Hutch: A little rice and water. 

2.6. v. VAḌḌANA  

Serving in a formal dinner such as the present one was an elaborate affair. First the 

leaves were purified with the ghee then the various courses such as lentils, curries, chutneys, 

soup, sweets, snacks, accompaniments such as papads, curds, salt and rice were served, 

usually in that order. Thereafter one more round of purification by ghee called abhigaryam 

was carried out. After the serving was complete all the guests would pray to god, offer the 

food symbolically to the God in one’s self and then start eating simultaneously. Since ten or 

more courses were to be served initially and since nobody would start eating till serving was 

complete, Sōmayājulu wanted to finish his ablutions while the food was being served. 

Hutch: Serving food. 

2.6. w. VISTARI  

 Usually food was served in leaves of plantain tree, almond or palasa. In 

Dhavalēswaram, plantain leaves are widely available (infact, in the backyard of Rājaśekara’s 

house itself). 
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Hutch: Leafen plates. 

2.6. x. PARIṢĒCANA 

  Is a Sanskrit word meaning “Sprinkling water all round”.  Pariṣēcana consists of first 

sprinkling water on the food reciting a mantra, then sipping water and then sprinkling water 

around the food in clock wise direction reciting another mantra and finally eating five 

morsels of food as a symbolic offering to the god with in one’s own self. 

Hutch: Aqua lustralis. 

Sankara: The rite of sanctifying food by sprinkling water round it. 

OXD: Ceremony of sanctifying food at a meal by sprinkling water around. 

2.6. y. ŚUBHAL ĒKHA 

Lliterally means- “A letter bringing good tidings.” This is usually printed to inform 

one’s friends and relatives of an auspicious occasion such as house warming or marriage. 

Poor people who find it difficult to perform essential ceremonies like marriage would print 

Śubhalēkhās or visit rich persons with the Śubhalēkha. The intent is to seek financial help to 

perform the marriage. 

Hutch: News-letter. 

Sankara: A note or letter conveying a happy or joyful news. 

OXD: Invitation card. 

 2.6. z. NĪḶḶAKĀVAḌI 

                 In the earlier days when there was no piped water, many families would fetch 

water for their cooking needs from a river or a well quite a distance away. This would be 

necessitated usually because the water in one’s own well was hard and therefore unfit for 

cooking or one lived in such a small house that it has no well. This was especially true of 

large towns like Rājahamahēndravaram. There a system of water bearers evolved. These 

water bearers were Brāhmins who were not educated and therefore unable to earning a living. 

They would fetch water form an appropriate source using a kavadi while maintaining madi. A 
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kāvadi is - a "bangy" or yoke, carried by men, like that used by milk maids in England.  

(C.P.BROWN) 

Hutch: ? 

Sankara: The pole or piece of bamboo used for kāvadi. 

2.6. aa. NUVVULU 

nuvvulu- tila in Sanskrit, sesame/gingili in English. It is hot in nature, used to correct gout 

and skin related problems, increases appetite, reduces output of urine, gives strength to body, 

heals the wounds, increases blood and sperm, and improves the condition of the vocal chords. 

Sometimes it may spoil the throat, but helps in maintaining the menstrual cycle. Sesame oil is 

strongly recommend in Āyurveda to make the teeth stronger- one has to rinse with sesame oil 

regularly in the morning and now-a-days people call it-‘oil pulling’.  

Hutch:? 

OXD: Gingelly, Sesamum. 

2.6. ab. NALABHĪMAPĀKAM  

The Puranic characters Nala and Bhīma were famous for their cooking   prowess. 

These two noble men resorted to cooking during difficult phases of their life. 

Nalabhīmapākamu meaning food cooked by Nala or Bhīma came to stand for tasty food 

cooked by men, which was considered to be tastier than food cooked by women. 

Hutch: Cooking is capital of Nala and Bhīma. 

Dict: ? 

2.6. ac. PANKTI  

Means a row. Since people were seated in rows while eating food, the expression 

Saha - pankti bhōjanamu (meaning “dinner/ formal meal in the same row”) has come to mean 

that one has eaten in the same batch as the other. This indicated equality in status because the 

batch starts together and ends their meals together. Only persons of equal status were seated 

and fed in same batch. 

Hutch: Row. 
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Sankara: A row, line, range, a series. 

OXD: Line, row, series. 
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CHAPTER-3 

 

Terms from the 4th -7th chapters of Rajasekhara Charitra 

3.0 Introducton 

In this chapter, cultural terms from the 4th to 7th chapters are selected from ‘Rajasekhara 

Charitra’ and analysed. Proverbs, food items and other terms which are rooted in Telugu 

culture are also located from the above said chapters of the selected work i.e. Rajasekhara 

Charitra.     

3.1. Terms from the 4th chapter of Rajasekhara Charitra 

3.1. a. BALLAM ĪDA 

Though Rājaśekara said it is on table, the table referred to here is on the altar in the 

western chamber (the pūja room) or in the same place where god was worshipped in the 

house. Such was the respect that people had for books. Thus Mahābhārata, seen as secular 

literature by the modern people was viewed, and is still viewed, on a par with sacred 

literature like Upanishads. One may also note that the “Bhagavadgīta” seen by some as one of 

the most sacred books of the Hindus, is actually a part of the Mahābhārata. 

Hutch: On the table. 

3.1. b. CINIGINA ŚĀLUVĀ 

Though the shawl was torn, Śastrigāru concealed the tears within the folds. The shawl can be 

worn as a wrap around the shoulder or by folding it into a strip of about six inches width and 

wearing the strip over the left shoulder or as a garland around the neck. Since it is the month 

of October or November one could have expected him to wear it wrapped around his 

shoulder. But Śāstrigāru folded the shawl to conceal the holes in the shawl. A question might 

arise as to why he must wear a shawl at all. The answer is that the shawl is an indication of 

his scholarship. Scholars used to wear shawls on top of their normal garment. Even today it is 

customary for scholars to be felicitated with shawls. The author, by mentioning the torn 

condition of the shawl is indicating the poverty of Śāstrigāru. 
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The worn state of the earrings also indicates the poverty of Śāstrigāru. Together the torn 

shawl and worn earrings also reflect the desire of Śāstrigāru in particular and people in 

general, to hold on to symbols of status long after they lost the capacity to afford such 

symbols. In fact, the story of Rājaśekhara is also about his refusal to let go of the trappings of 

his importance and insistence on spending beyond his means to maintain the symbols of his 

status. 

Hutch: Torn shawl. 

3.1.c. RĀJĀ PUSTAKAMU 

Many rich men were not equipped to read such books. The author wants to make a 

point that Rājaśekaragāru was well versed and was more than capable of reading and 

explaining Mahābhārata himself. Further, his act of appointing Sāstrigāru to do something 

which he could do himself also shows the tendency of Rājaśekara to show off his status. 

3.1. d. PUSTAKAMU VIPPU 

Books were “untied” as they were a bundle of palm leaves tied together. 

Hutch: Open the book. 

3.1. e. PADYAMULU/DHYĀNAŚLŌKĀLU 

It is customary to pay obeisance to one’s guru (teacher); Gaṇapati, the lord of obstacles; 

Saraswati the goddess of learning; one’s favourite god etc, the author and commentators 

before reading the actual text. Sometimes the obeisances are simple phrases like...Sri 

Gurubhyō namaḥ Mahāgaṇādhipataye namaḥ, sarswat namaḥyai. The practice of reciting 

dhyāna slōka is another mark of beginning of reading books as in Indian culture. 

Hutch:  Slokās. 

3.1. f. LENIVI KONNIYU 

While explaining texts the paurāṇika was required to often go beyond what was written in the 

text. A good paurāṇika would ensure that only those aspects which are not clear to listeners 

are explained. Often these digressions could end up more as the showcase of the paurāṇikās 

knowledge and less as in explanation of the text. The author is criticizing this tendency of 

explicators. 
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Hutch? 

3.1. g. PUSTAKAMU PUḌAKA TIPPUCU 

Everything associated with books was given a very important place. The name of the small 

folding table, one foot high on which books are kept for reading is called vyāsapīṭhamu-

literally the seat of vyāsa. Vyāsa is held to be organiser of the Vēdas, and the author of the 

Mahābharata, eighteen Purāṇās and eighteen Upapurāṇās and the Brahmasūtrās. Even today 

Hindus feel bad if they touch paper with their feet or otherwise hesitate to use paper 

inappropriately because Sarswati is held to reside in paper. 

Hutch: Opening the volume. 

3.1. h. SWASTI PRAJĀBHYAḤ 

Just like any session of reading starts with prayers, a session also ends with prayer that 

everybody should be happy. Two similar words are used to refer to these end of session 

prayer “mangaḷam and swasti”; both mean good or well being, which is wished for the 

listeners and humanity in general. 

Swasti prajābhyaḥ. Text segments are referred to using the first two or three words. Here 

Svasti prajābhyaḥ refers to the verses starting with the two words. 

Hutch: Svastyi praja bhyaha.  

3.1. i. SATRAMULU 

Śatras are very long sacrifices which last days together. Samārādhana is the feeding of 

Brāhmins. Usally a samārādhana would be done after any major event in one’s life. For 

instance, if one makes a trip to Kaasi, one is expected to perform a samārādhana after 

returning. This particular samārādhana is called kāsisamārādhana. 

Hutch: ? 

3.1. j. ĀNJANĒYUḌIKI GU ḌI 

One question might arise here as to why one more temple is being built where there is 

already one Janārdanaswāmi temple. While there could be many reasons, three are important. 
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1. Janārdanaswāmi temple is an existing temple. One would get more fame, if one builds 

a new temple rather than repair or expand an existing temple. It is believed that a 

constructor of a temple would get the sixth part of all puṇyam accruing from the 

activities in a temple such as poojas, hōmams and annadānams. 

2. The existing temple is on the top of a hill and therefore not very convenient for 

devotees. A temple constructed at the foot of the hill (There is where the “Rāma 

pādās” are) would be more convenient. 

3. The Vaidikās persuaded Rājaśekaragāru to build a temple, and Rājaśekara himself 

belonged to smarta, a section of Brāhmaṇs who give equal importance to Siva and 

Vishnu as the supreme principle of the world. The sectarian differences also could 

have occasioned the construction of a temple controlled by smārtas. 

Hutch: Anjaneya temple. 

3.1. k. DĀRIDRYAD ĒVATA 

Hindus believe that there are two goddesses of poverty and wealth. The goddess of 

poverty (dāridryadēvata) is the elder one and the goddess of wealth (lakṣhmi) is the younger 

one. Sometimes the goddess of poverty is also referred to as Jyēṣthādēvi, the elder one. 

Hutch: Property became angry. 

3.1. l. SAMBHĀVANA 

Etymologically means felicitation by showing respect. In practice it is measured in 

rupees given in fees. In this instance the reference is to fees given to the priests who got 

Rukmiṇi’s marriage performed. 

Hutch: ? 

3.1. m. DWĀDASAMĀSIKAVRATAM 

It literally means a vow which lasts twelve months. The reference is to the 

arrangement amongst Pāndavās that was solemnised in the presence of Nārada. They agreed 

that Draupadi shall stay in the house of each of the five brothers for one year by turns. During 

this period no other brother is supposed to enter the house, where Draupadi was staying. In 

case any brother violated the arrangement and entered the house where Draupadi was staying 

then the violator was required to spend twelve months away from the capital performing good 
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deeds, visiting sacred places etc. During the period that Draupadi was staying with Yudhiṣṭira 

(Dharmarāju) a Brāhmin approach Arjuna complaining that thieves stole his cow and 

requested Arjuna to recover this stolen property. Arjuna wanted to use his weapons to 

acomplish his task but the weapons were stored in the house where Yudhiṣṭhira and Draupadi 

were staying. Arjuna violated the arrangement in order to recover the stolen wealth of a 

Brāhmin. However, having violated the arrangement he observed the twelve month vow of 

performing good deeds visiting sacred places etc. In the fifth asvasa of the first canto of 

Telugu Mahābhārata the cited poem is the first one. In this canto the visit of Arjuna to 

Dwāraka after finishing his twelve months vow is described. It is during this visit that he 

married Subhadra, sister of Krishna. There are about one fifty poems from this poem to the 

end of the first canto in this chapter. That Śāstrigāru explained so many poems from early 

afternoon to dusk, a period of about three and a half hours indicates that many other poems 

were summarily explained or skipped over by Śāstrigāru. 

Hutch: Monthly vow religiously performed. 

3.1. n. ŪRAKĒ VACINA PAD ĀRTAMANDALI RUCI ADHIKAMU 

It is the nature of most of the beings that if they get something free that would have double 

the taste even if really it is not up to the mark-there will be more taste, of course in a dish that 

is obtained free of cost. 

 In the present context people, all of them psychopant, used to throng Rajasekhara’s 

house and enjoy the dished even if there were not properly cooked. 

Hutch: Is not a dish obtained gratis always the tastiest. 

3.1. o. GUMMAḌIKĀYA 

gummaḍi kāya- kūṣhmāṇḍa in Sanskrit, Pumpkin or squash gourd in English, cucurbita 

maxima in Latin. 

It is of two types, white gourd melon and ash coloured gourd, Sanskrit kūṣhmāṇḍakί or 

bṛuhatphala. 

The first one has to be taken when it is ripe and it increases a strength, sperm etc, kills 

diseases related to bile, piles, thirst, heat, expansion of stomach. It would have delayed 

digestion and causes gout. The dry ginger is one of the antidotes. 
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A tender pumpkin causes gout, increases bilious nature and kills appetite. This is not good for 

people with a weak body. 

On the other hand the other type of pumpkin clears the urinary track, gives cooling effect, 

checks fever and produces good blood; it is also good for liver and stomach and easily 

digested.  

Hutch: Pumpkin. 

3.2. Terms from Chapter- 5 of ‘Rajasekhara Charirta’ 

3.2. a. PRAMĀṆAVACANAMU 

 Pramāṇa is a valid means of knowledge. Different philosophies accept different number 

of pramāṇās. Three are accepted as valid means of knowledge by all orthodox schools. They 

are: 

1. Pratyakṣa – perception 

2. Anumāna – inference 

3. Śabda – testimony of the truthful persons. 

 

Eg: We observe that fire burns and that water is cold. Here the means of knowledge is 

perception or prathyakṣa. We observe smoke and infer the presence of fire; this is an example 

of knowledge through inference or anumāna. When somebody says there are fruits at the 

river bank, we go to riverbank, to get those fruits. Here neither perception nor inference in 

instrumental in our knowledge of there being fruits at the river bank. Here our means of 

knowledge is verbal testimony or śabda(āptavākya.) It is valid as long as the testifier speaks 

the truth. Traditionals, within verbal testimony Vēdic sentences are accorded the higher 

preference and are called Śrutipramāṇā, which is beyond perception and inference. There is a 

class of texts called smṛuti text which describe or interprete dharma. These are called smruthi 

pramāṇās. Sentences from authoritative text books are classified under the same head. One 

such verse has been called  pramāṇavacana. 

Hutch: ? 

Dict: ? 
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3.2. b. TĒNE  

tēne-  madhu in Sanskrit, honey in English.  

It has to be consumed after processing and not in raw form. 

Some people said that this is the only ingredient in the universe that directly gets mixed with 

blood. Honey is recommended in Āyurveda as an anupāna (to be taken after along with a 

medicine) in most of the cases. 

Honey maintains the equilibrium of that trinity of humours, viz, vāta, pitta and kapha. It also 

keeps the heat of the body but not good for common cold and fever. Honey helps in 

maintaining the spirit of the mind and due to its hot nature it checks obesity effectively. 

Āyurveda clearly says that the body should be neither too stout nor too lean- 'nātisthūlam 

nātisūkṣmam(Suśrita-saḿhita).  

Hutch: Honey. 

Dict: Honey. 

3.2.c. JYŌTI ṢAM 

Jyōtiṣam or Ashtrology has got three sections- 

1. Muhūrta skhandha, that deals with finding out the auspicious and inauspicious  time 

of the day for the performance of rites. 

2. Hōrā skandha or Jātakabhāga is useful in preparing horoscopes, giving predictions, 

deciding compatibility of bride and groom etc. 

3. Saidhāntaskandha is useful in the preparation of Almanac or Pañchāṅgam that is 

essential for both Muhūrta and Jātaka by tracking the regular transic of planets etc. 

A scholar of Jyothiṣam who can compute and prepare an Almonic is called a Saidhānti. 

Hutch: Astrologer 

Ajaikapācca׀ viṣṇaca punarvaswadhakṛthikā! 

Mṛgasīrṣamca vittaca savitō tara phalgunī  ׀ 

Jyēṣtāca viswatōyamca nakṣatraikyē vinaśyati ׀׀ 

Ēkōrāsau prudhagiśyēcōttamam pāṇipīḍanam ׀׀ 
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In Indian society, marriage has got a significance role unlike the scene in other culture. The 

marriage should facilitate attaining high standards of the Purshardhas, viz, Dharma, Ardha, 

Kāma, Mōkṣa. The first three involve both wife and husband where as the last one is a case of 

separate individuals. 

It is against this background that a strict procedure is followed before finalizing the 

compatibility between horoscopes of the bride and bridegroom. 

The present context is about  effecting a marriage between the bride and bridegroom who are 

born in the same nakshatra. Janma nakshatra is one of the parameters employed to decide the 

compatibility for marriage.  

 Here the Sidhanthi having taken up the horoscopes of the son of Bāpirāju and daughter of  

Rājaśekara, viz, Sīta and recommends marriage between the two. 

Rājaśekara objects for this stating the bad behaviour and vices of the sun of Bāpirāju. 

Rājaśekara rakes up his daughter’s marriage with his nephew, Śankarayya. 

Then Sindhānti explains- I studied your nephew’s horoscope, no doubt, it is good in all 

aspects but the janma nakṣatra is a kruttika, which is the same as the bride Sīta. 

Siddānti cotes the authority from Jyōtiṣa śāstram- Pūrvabhādra, Dhanishta, Punarvasu, 

Kritika, Mrigaserṣa, Chitha, Hasta, Uttara, Jyēshta, Pōrvāṣāda and Uttarāṣāda- if both the 

bride and groom are born in any one of these Nakshatrās then the marriage should not be 

affected as it will destroy the couple. Moreover if both are born in the same rasi with different 

nakṣatrās then it will be good for marriage. 

Therefore the marriage between Śankarayya and Sīta who are born in same nakṣatra, that is 

krithika should not be performed. 

Further Sidhānti recommends the horoscope of Bāpirāju’s son which is the best vis-a-vis 

Sīta’s. He explains there is relation between kendradhipathi and Trikonadhipathi. No relation 

with the lots of third, sixth, eleventh and eighth houses. Sidhānti codes from Śāstram. 

If the Krithikādhipati’s and Trikoṇādhipathi’s have got mutual relation and or not connected 

with the lots of others, they will be highly ocpicious.  
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In Jyōtiṣyam first, fourth, seventh and tenth houses are called kēndrās where as, third, fifth 

and ninth houses of both the groups are considered very auspicious. 

Now Rājaśekara visits on Sidhānti to have a careful glance at the horoscope of the Sīta again. 

Then Sidhānti, having realized that his proposal shall not be fruitful, stared into sky’s and 

asked Rājaśekara as to which leg of Krittika Sīta was born in. Second leg- Śankarayyā’s is 

first leg yes it is compatibility- marriage of bride and groom who are born in the same leg of 

same nakshatra would end up in death. Although the nakṣatra of the couple is the same but 

the legs are different then marriage will be auspicious. 

When the Rājaśekara enquires about the muhūrta for marriage in the same year Sidhānti 

responds Māgha, Phālguṇa, Vaisakha, Jyēta months are auspicious as per śāstra so 

māghamāsa is good on Tuesday, tht is Bahuḷapanchami Ravi is in Kumbhalagna. That 

muhūrta is divine. Here is the authority-  

If Ravi is in any one of meṣa, vṛṣabha, midhuna, kumbha, vruścika and makara rasi’s then it 

will be very auspicious for the marriage. If he is other rasi’s one should never perform the 

marriage. 

Hutch: ? 

3.3.Terms from Chapter – 6 of ‘Rajasekhara Charitra’  

3.3.a. DAKṢASMṚTI  

 Whenever any statement or fact needed authentication or validation the practice was 

to quote a Vedic sentence if available or a sentence from an authoritative book. Here, 

siddhanti quoted the sentence from Dakṣasmruthi to explain over grown nails. 

Hutch: Daksha-smriti. 

Dict: ? 

3.3. b. VĒDĀMTAVACAN ĀLU   

 What occurs at the end of the Vēda is called Vēdanta. Vēdanta teaches the 

permanence of soul, that it is not affected by birth and death. Birth and death apply only to 

the physical body. This is often remembered when a death occurs in the house. Also, to 

console the person effected, elders will say that the  present tragedy is the result of the earlier 

bad karma of Rukmiṇi that she has to accept as such and try to perform as much as good  
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karma as possible from now onwards so that she can have a happier life in her next birth. It is 

also customary to recite kaṭhōpanishad and Garudapurāṇam in a house during the mourning 

period. Kaṭhōpaniṣad describes Naciketa’s conversation with the god of death and how he 

obtained knowledge of Braāhman. Garudapurāṇam is a vast text dealing with many things. 

Normally the portions dealing with various punishments in hell for sins committed on earth 

are recited. 

Hutch: Scripture texts. 

Sankara: The last of the six Darsanas of Hindu philosophy, based upon the major   

    Upanishads. 

 

3.3. c. DUŚŚAKUNAM 

 It is considered an ill omen to see widows or such unlucky people by and while going 

on an auspicious task. Widowhood is considered as proof that the woman concerned is 

unlucky and that her bad luck will rub off on others as well. We use the word “luck” in 

English but the original Telugu word actually translates as “unseen”(adṛṣtam). In other words 

one’s papa and puṇya are what are unseen. Therefore whatever happens to a person good or 

bad is not a question of luck; it is a result, fruit of past karma. There is no word for “luck” in 

Telugu. 

 

Therefore difficulties like widowhood are not random but are brought upon oneself due to the 

agency of the person concerned. This is the reason an association with and seeing widows etc 

is specially avoided during major events like marriage. When all the persons concerned 

accept the karma siddhanta and appreciate it fully, the effort is towards doing as much good 

karma as possible. When this appreciation is lacking, people talk loosely about widows etc as 

pāpishṭi (sinner) and duradṛṣtavanturālu(unlucky;literally the one who possesses “bad/ 

unseen”,papa or demerit i.e.) often to their face. And the widows also feel wronged since they 

do not see their agency in the unfortunate event leaning to their widowhood. 

Three levels viz, 

1.Katha- some of the key observations and events need to be understood at multiple levels. At 

the surface level to appreciate the story properly, one must understand the custom which is 

being referred to. 
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Eg: In the incident where Rukmini is told that her husband has died, the author describes the 

difficulties a widow would have to face; one of them is during the time of festivals and 

auspicious events. At the surface level we need to understand that festivals and auspicious 

events are the times of plenty and merry. This is, when all the relatives and friends get to see 

each other, eat, talk, sing, dance and make merry. In a way, life is enjoyed during these 

events. A widow is given a limited opportunity to participate in the festivities. This social 

exclusion hurts badly and is accentuated by the good time others are having. This is the 

surface level understanding. 

2. The next layer of understanding must be to appreciate the custom properly and to know 

where it has gone wrong, so that appropriate reforms may be effected. In this case one could 

trace the custom as a means of preventing promiscuous behaviour and to keep otherwise 

radical behaviour under check. In the absence of family bonds, the chances for such 

behaviour may be seen to be higher.  

The moment one has a functional family, the pressure exerted by those bonds keeps the social 

behaviour in check.  If this is the reason for the custom then what is necessary or what is 

possible is not only suppression of widows. Providing family bonds would be an equally 

effective solution. These reformers advocated widow remarriage rather than a situation of 

free for all. 

3.This is the deeper level of understanding of the reason for the custom and the need for, or 

possibility of reforms. An attempt would be made therefore to bring out the deeper level 

understanding of certain customs. 

Hutch: Frightful piece 

Dict: ? 

 

3.3. d. ANUPĀNAM 

Anupānam means that which is drunk afterwards; In Āyurvēda different medicines are 

supposed to be taken with different anupānās. In the present case the herbs have been made 

into a powder (cūrna). This powder is supposed to be mixed with the prescribed anupāna i.e 

honey in this case. If the medicine is in the form of a guḷika (tablet) or lehya(paste) then 

anupāna is consumed after the medicine is taken. 

Hutch: As a vehicle. 

OXD: Vehicle, i.e, liquid or other substance added to the active ingredient to give bulk to 

 medicine or make it palatable. 
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3.3. e. PATHYAM 

Pathyam is the diet recommended for a patient. Ayurveda is a holistic system of 

medicine and prescribes food items to be eaten or to be avoided along with medicines and 

anupāna. 

Hutch: Diet. 

Oxd: Diet. 

3.3. f. MUḌUPU 

Mudupu means a small cloth sack. Whatever is promised to god is taken out and tied 

in a piece of cloth and kept separately. This is then offered in the hundi after the objective is 

accomplished. 

Hutch: ? 

Sankara: Bundle of money, jewels, or the like. 

Oxd: Folding. 

3.3. g. JUṬṬUKU CIVARA MUDI 

As per Indian tradition hair should not be worn loose by either men or women. It is only in 

extreme circumstances that people like Draupadi and Cānakya take a vow not to tie their hair. 

Therefore after washing one’s hair though one would like to leave it open to dry fast, it is 

customary to tie the hair into small knot at the tag end. 

 

3.3. h. BIḶḶAGŌCI 

Gōchi means loin cloth. Billagōci refers to that part of a dhoti which is worn between the legs 

like a gochi and looks as if a badge has been attached. This effect occurs when the Zardosi 

work on the boarder of dhōti is atleast three inches or more. The cost of a dhoti would 

increase with width of the border. Thus it would have taken an expensive dhoti for the 

Billagōci to be seen. 
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3.3.i. PAṬṬUSNĀNAM 

Certain occasions are considered especially pious or effective for accrual of merit (puṇyam). 

Sankrānti (the time when the sun moves from one zodiac sign to other) and eclipses are 

considered very effective for accrualsof merit. So on these days the devotees perform charity 

(Dānakarma) and do japa. During eclipses one takes a head bath at the beginning of the 

eclipse and does japa throughout the duration of the eclipse. At the end of the eclipse they 

perform one more head bath. The first bath is called Paṭṭusnānam and last bath is called 

vidupu snānam. 

3.3. j. JĪRNAMUK ĀNI 

During eclipse nothing is cooked or eaten. Non perishable food items like milk, curd and 

pickle, are tightly covered and a blade of grass called Darbha is kept on the top of the cover 

to ward off the ill effects of eclipse. 

 

3.3. k. GRAHAṆAM VALANA ANGA H ĪNULAINA PILLALU PU ṬṬUDURU 

The effect of eclipse is considered so bad that exposure to an eclipse would damage the child 

growing in a womb. In fact a cleft lip is called as grahaṇam-morri literally eclipse-

deformation. This belief is held even today. 

 

3.3. l. BAUDDHAVĀADAM 

Bauddhavādam is a catch-all phrase which refers to any heterodox argument opposed to what 

is said in the Vēdās and Dharmaśāstrās. According to orthodox schools sabdapramāṇa-that is 

using Vēda and sastras as means of knowing something-is resorted to only when the object is 

beyond perception and cannot be inferred. For intance it is believed that heaven exists. Now 

this can neither be seen nor inferred. However a hetuvaadi refusing sabdapramāṇa will 

question as to why a śrāddha karma should be performed for the departed souls and even 

mockingly suggests that if the power of mantras can take food to a departed soul, travellers 

must stop, carrying food and must start depending on food sent to them by the power of 

mantras. Another name of this argument is śuṣkataraka. The orthodox people believe that 

resoning is allowed only to the extent it is not opposed to Vēda. 

 

3.3. m. NIRGAMANAM  

  Nirgamanam is also called nirghyam. It means “going out”. It refers to a suitcasebox or such 

item which is carried out of the house and left in the neighbour’s house to complete the ritual 
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of starting one’s journey at the appointed hour. In reality the journey actually commences 

whenever it is most practical and nirgamanam is only a device to comply with the muhoortam 

decided for beginning a journey. 

3.3. n. ŚAKUNAM 

 In adition to fixing a good muhūrta for commencing ones journey one would also look out 

for omens. A cat, a single male non-Vēdic Brāhmin, a widow etc, are bad omens. The 

married woman is a good omen. 

                                     

3.4. Terms from Chapter – 7 of ‘Rajasekhara Charirta’ 

3.4. a. BHŪŚAYANAM 

Bhūśayanam means sleeping on the ground. It is considered as inauspicious if a 

person dies on a cot. Therefore a person in death throes is made lie on ground. 

Hutch: ? 

3.4. b. VĪDHI ARUGU 

If a person dies in an inauspicious star, the place where the person died has to be closed. 

Therefore if a person who is about to die is laid outside the house or in such a room which 

can be closed. 

3.4. c. ŚAVAMU M ŌYAḌĀNIKI EVVARU R ĀLEDU 

The help desired by other Brāhmins is for Brāhmin males whose father passed away, required 

to carry the dead body to the cremation ground. Since nobody was coming forward 

Rajasekhara has to seek out the non Brāhmin vissanna. To add insult to injury he had to go to 

the pleasure district to engage vissanna. 

3.4. d. VIDHYUKTAMU 

Vidhyuktamu means that what has been said (uktam) by vidhi. Vidhi means a vidhi vaakya 

that is an injunctive sentence. Thus the phrase refers to all the injunctions applicable in the 

given situation. 

3.4. f. SAMCAYANAM 
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Samcayanam means collecting together. It refers to collecting together the bones of the 

cremated body. After due samskaras these are collected in to pot and mixed in water bodies. 

 

3.4. g. APARAKARMA 

Karma means a rite used. Without an adjective it refers to those Vedic rites which 

propitiate gods. Aparakarma refers to rites which propitiate the departed souls. 

3.4. h. LŌKĀMTARAGATUR ĀLU 

Lōkāntaragaturālu means one who has attained the gati to a different world, viz, heaven or 

hell. It is customary to use words like divangatulu meaning they have the gati leading to diva 

that is heaven. Further the expression “May he attain an uttama gati” is the expression used in 

Telugu in a situation where English speakers would say “may his soul rest in peace”. 

Accordingly to the Indian beliefs the soul doesn’t rest i.e., it is subjected to cycle of death and 

births. 

3.4. i. MĀSIKAMU 

The monthly rite performed for the departed soul during the first year after the death 

3.4. j. ŚROTRIYULU 

Those who follow sruti (vedas) are called srōtriyās. The intended meaning is that the practice 

of whatever has been laid down in the Vēdas. For instance for a long time it has been said 

that a srotriya does not wear a shirt. Vēda is called sruti (that which is heard) because it is 

learn orally from one’s teacher. Other works like the MahāBhārata are called smruti 

(remembered) because they are written by rushis who know the Vēda, based on their 

remembrance of the dharma taught on the Vēda. 

Hutch: ? 

3.4. k. VIDHAVANU MODATI S ĀRI CŪḌARĀDU 

The ‘’sighting’’ of a new widow is a regulated affair. If a married woman with husband alive 

does not see the widow within the first ten days after the husband’s death, then there are 

restrictions on when the widow can be seen. For instance Tuesdays are prohibited, as are 
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afternoons, evenings and nights (i.e after meals). This is another example of hardships of a 

widow. 

 

3.4. l. ATTESARU 

Rice is cooked after so that it may be served hot. This is the respect accorded to the head of a 

household and important people like Rājaśekara...(They are not served cold food). 

 

3.4. m. CINTAPAṀDU 

Chintapaṁḍu- tintriṇi in Sanskrit, Tamarind in English, Tamarindus Indica in Latin. 

The new tamarind is good as a laxative and kills gout while increasing phlegm and as such 

not to be consumed by patients. 

The tamarind, that is one year old acts against all diseases caused by the trinity of humours, 

increases sperm count, strengthens heart, good for recuperating patients. 

Excessive consumption would cause cough and affects spleen, heart, digestive system etc. 

In south India the decoction of tamarind, seasoned with other ingredients such as pepper, 

cumin seeds, asafoetida, mustard seeds, chillies etc is consumed with rice regularly and is 

considered as having so many medical values.  

3.4. n. VĒPA PUVVU 

vēpa puvvu- nimbi in Sanskrit, flowers of neem in English, flowers of margōsa in Latin. 

The flowers of neem are useful against phlegm, worms, and symptoms of bilious nature. It 

also activates the taste buds and checks gout. 
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CHAPTER-4  

COMPARISION WITH HUTCHINSON TRANSLATION 

4.0. Introduction 

In this chapter, the cultural terms from the self translation i.e first three chapters and the terms 

selected from chpter 4 to 7 of Rajasekhara Charitra are compared with the translation of 

Hucthinson’s ‘Fortune Wheel;a Tale of Hindu Domestic Life’.    

4.1. COMPARISION WITH HUTCHINSON TRANSLATION 

4.1. a. UTSAVAVIGRAHĀLU 

Hutch: Processional Images. 

However Hutchinson’s translation gives the core idea of the original. But for a person who is 

not familiar with the Indian tradition, especially the one surrounding the temple customs, it is 

difficult to understand as to what is mūlavirāṭ and what are Utsavavigrahālu. Therefore some 

explanation of the background of the phrase Utsavavigrahālu is very much required. 

4.1. b. TAPASSU 

Hutch: Penance. 

Here, like most of the other translators Hutchinson also gives the term ‘Penance’, as 

translation of ‘Tapassu’. Also some English-Telugu and other dictionaries also give the same 

word. Rather, if one goes to the meaning of the word ‘Penance’ on Oxford and other 

dictionaries it means a punishment for a sin. Therefore back translation has failed. It may not 

be surprising to note that most of the translators just translate the term ‘Tapass’ as ‘Penance’ 

but this is not correct for the said reasons. 

Such facts assert the need for a deep understanding of the part of the translator. And 

the responsibilities are burden is increased manifold in cases of cultures such as Indian. 

Different kinds of Tapass (Vācika, sāraka and Mānasika) are described in Bhagavatgīta. 

4.1. c. DĒVATĀVĒŚAMU 
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Hutch: Devine inspiration.  

In Indian tradition it is believed that sometimes a particular  Dēvata (God or Goddess) 

charges herself/himself into the body of the devotee and as a result the latter loses control on 

self and being controlled by the Dēvata behaves in a different manner. Then the devotee is 

said to have God Dēvatāvēsam. 

The translation offered by Hutchinson for this term, i.e the ‘Divine-inspiration’ is not faithful 

to do original as the intended meaning, which is cultural specific, is not conveyed and a 

totally different meaning is denoted.  

  

4.1. d. BHAKTI/HARIBHAKTI 

Hutch: Devotion. 

The term ‘Devotion’ offered by Hutchinson for the term Bhakti is generally accepted and 

used by many ranslators. 

Rather without proper elaboration the complete sense of the term ‘Bhakti’ cannot be 

understood. In Indian tradition there are four puruṣārtas and the last one, i.e mōkṣa is the 

most important aspect. There are three paths suggested in the traditional works to achieve the 

goal, mōkṣa. 

Bhakti, karma and jñānam are the three instruments suggested for mōkṣa. The fact is that it is 

finally jñānam that is directly useful in attaining the goal. Bhakti and Karma are two devices 

that are useful for ordinary seekars of Mōkṣa and they help in attaining jñānam, gradually. 

In Bhagavadgīta all these aspects are thoroughly discussed and the same are there in popular 

works like Rāmayaṇam, Bhāratam, Bhāgavatam and other Purāṇās. 

Therefore it is suggested that by offering the word devotion for Bhakti it is of great help to 

the reader of translation if the concept is elaborated with authoritative quotes from traditional 

treatises.   

4.1. e. HARIBHAKTULU/HARI D ĀSU 

Hutch: Praise service of Vishnu. 

The rendering offered by Hutchinson seems to be misleading as the hidden traditional 

meaning is not clearly brought out. 
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According to Indian tradition, Hari is considered as the deity who can offer mōkṣa. Since 

time immemorial, there has been a stage-art called Harikatha where there will be a 

congregation of devotees, preferably during the earlier part of the night, and a person who 

himself is a staunch devotee of Hari and who is thorough with follower with different stories 

of Hari that are there in Bhāgavatam etc, narrates one of the stories with action and 

intermittent songs coupled with the rhythmic sound of two wooden pieces held in the palm.   

4.1. f. DWĀDASŌRDWAPUNDRAMU 

Hutch: On the twelve perpendicular marks, and fingering their lutes to the braying of 

cymbols. 

The twelve vertical marks are indication of the deity that is being worshiped by a Haridāsa or 

any other person. A Shiva Bhakta would have horizontal marking where as a Haribhakta 

would have vertical markings. The markings can be with holy dust which is white, or with 

different powders having different colours. 

Hutchinson, for this part, did not into the details or background of such markings, which are 

essential for a person of a different culture, but simply said ‘‘the twelve perpendicular 

marks’’. 

4.1. g. NAVANĪTACŌRĀ, RĀDHIK ĀLOL Ā, GŌPIKĀLŌLĀ... 

Hutch: ‘O butter thief! ‘O ejoyer of the shepherdesses! ‘O lover of Rādhika! ‘O shephered 

boy’.... 

The words used to address Srikrishna have got a lot of significance from the point of view of 

Bhāgavatapurāṇa, wherein the stories revolve around Srikrishna. The Hutchinson’s 

translation does not provide the background of each one of the words. Rather a person who is 

not familiar with Indian culture in general and Bhāgavatapurāṇam in particular, may consider 

Srikrishna, the great God as a lay man belonging to the lower strata involved in theft and 

other similar crimes. 

Therefore such renderings are not only misleading but also generate an ill feeling and poor 

interest in reading the translation of great works. 
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4.1. h. MIRIYĀLU 

Hutch: Pepper-Corns and lumps of Sugar. 

A translation by Hutchinson does not lead one to understand as to what is the medical 

significance of pepper and jaggery, separately and combined as it is described in Ayurveda. 

The translation, instead of choosing a word like jaggery (bellam) has referred an expression 

like ‘lumps of sugar’, which has got no relevance and he did this for reasons best known to 

him. 

There, is also a gulf of difference in the medicinal values of jaggery and sugar and in 

most of the cases the former is considered as having better medicinal values than the latter. 

On the other hand, pepper, for that matter, would render different effects depending 

on its fruition. 

            It is the translator’s job to explain the hidden meaning that is there behind certain 
customs that have been prevalent in a particular culture. So that the reader of the translator 
will not be put to any loss of information, for which he is naturally entitled. 

4.1. i. PULIYŌGARAMU 

Hutch: Sour rice 

The translator’s job becomes difficult when he encounters cultural terms, especially the food 

items. The problem becomes more complicated when one has to translate the food items of 

Indian culture, which are embedded with medicinal values registered in Ayurvedic treatises, 

it can be suggested that while dealing with such terms the translator should provide with an 

explanation regarding the ingredients and preparation of the food stuff. 

The present one is a case in point, wherein the translator took the term ‘Puliyogaramu’ very 

lightly and did not bother about the difficulty that is going to be faced by reader. Hutchinson, 

it seems, has done a word to word translation of the compound-‘puli’ is sour and ‘yogiramu’ 

is rice. But the fact is that hot rice (Some times may not be hot) is mixed with turmeric, 

tamarind/lemon juice and seasoned after adding salt for taste. This stuff has got a lot of 

medicinal values and cannot be considered on a par with any other preparation of such food. 
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4.1. j. DADHYŌDANAMU 

Hutch: Rice and Curd. 

Hutchinson’s translation as rice and curd for the term is totally unacceptable and shows his 

lack of understanding of the popular food preparations of south India, such as this. 

4.1. k. PRASĀDAM 

Hutch: Oblations. 

The term oblation offered by Hutchinson for Prasādam does not render the original meaning 

of the term. Anything that is offered to God, especially in holy fire, is called oblation (havis). 

Whereas Prasadam is some stuff that is offered to God and later distributed among the 

devotees for consumption. 

4.1. l. JANDEMU 

Hutch: Sacred thread. 

The term is very much culture-centric, i.e, not seen in any other culture than India. 

Hutchinson, instead of offering a translation like ‘Sacred thread’ which, can hardly be 

understood by the reader of another culture. Therefore he should have offered some 

explanation regarding the background of the term jandemu.  

4.1. m. DHŌVATI 

Hutch: A watery-reddish tint. 

It is difficult to understand as to what Hutchinson meant by the translation as a cloth can be, 

being a general term, anything; i.e need not necessarily be a Dhōvati that is in question. He 

should have offered some explanation for this culture specific term. 

4.1. n. DARBHAMUḌI 

Hutch: Darbha 
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Hutchinson should have explained the significance of Darbha grass, which is considered holy 

and not to be used in certain ceremonies.  

4.1. o. PRABHURATNAMULU 

Hutch: A very jewel of the Lord. 

As per the context it means a great donor. Literally it means a gem among the lords. Here the 

term prabhu (Lord) is used to denote the generosity of Rajasekhara in offering different 

things that are required by the have-nots. Hutchinson’s translation is out of context and 

misleading- A very jewel of the Lord. 

4.1. p. NAVAGRAHAJAPAMU 

Hutch: Prayer to the nine planets. 

Hutchinson translation has ‘Prayer to the nine planets’ leads one to nowhere. The term is at 

once loaded with cultural meaning and for a person from a different culture it is simply 

impossible to understand the concept without proper explanation so we can safely say that 

Hutchinson failed in his job.  

4.1. q. VARJYAMU 

Hutch: To ascertain what time was unlucky. 

Literally it means to be avoided and here it is a ‘Rūd̟a Śabdha’ in the sense of inauspicious 

time. 

The term ‘varjyam’ literally means ‘to be given up’, is used in Pancāngam to denote that a 

particular period is inauspicious and therefore no rite should be attempted during that time. 

Hutchinson to ascertain what time was unlucky. 

In fact, the term ‘varjyam’ does not mean unlucky. Rather the purport may be that the time is 

not good as per astrological computation. Hutchinson’s translation does not clearly express as 

to whether ‘varjyam’ is unlucky for one or all. As per Jyotishyam it is unlucky for one and 

all. 

4.1. r. MUHŪRTAM 

  Hutch:  To fix an hour for journey. 

Hutchinson’s translation lacks clarity and does not denote the original meaning of the term 

‘muhoortam’. 
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 As has already been explained ‘muhoorta’ is a forty eight minute period which is auspicious 

for taking up any rite. So Hutchinson should have gone for a different translation and offered 

the astrological background of the term in footnotes and endnotes. 

4.1. s. LAGNAM 

According to jyotisham the rise of a house of zodiac (raasinam udayah lagnam) is called 

lagnam that particular period is auspicious for marriages etc. 

Hutchinson: To determine a period for wedding. 

  The foreign translator did not bother to explain the significance of the loaded term 

‘lagnam’, which is very important and the chief factor in terms of wedding. May be he does 

not have the background of jyotishyam and therefore went for a layman’s translation.   

4.1. t. MAILA 

Hutch: Defilement 

It seems that Hutchinson did not go deep into the cultural significance of the term aśauca 

which is loaded with meaning. Certain conditions such as birth or death of a human being, 

monthly menstrual periods ladied etc causes unholiness to the person in question and others 

are supposed to keep aloof from such a person and in case of any contact the other person 

also gets aśaucam and has to take both for relief. 

 On other hand defilement means making something dirty and doesnot denote the 

above said cultural background of the term. So we cannot welcome Hutchinson’s translation. 

4.1. u. ROHIṆI 

Hutch:  The fourth and similar lunar mansions. 

 As has been explained Rohini, the forth star is considered to be inauspicious. So that 

to thwart any undesired result people go for nakshatrashanthi. 

 In Hutchison’s translation the aspect is not even indirectly denoted. In all such cases it 

can be recommended that translation should offer some explanatory notes for the benefit of 

the reader of the English rendering. 

4.1. v. BALLIPĀṬU 

Hutch: The fall of lizards and other reptiles. 
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Hutchinson’s word translation of Ballipatu, i.e fall of lizards and other reptiles does not 

convey the cultural backround of the concept. Such a fall on some parts of the body is 

auspicious and on others it is considered inauspicious. This is quite surprising for an English 

reader without the cultural knowledge of Indian society. 

 Therefore Hutchinson must have given some account of the loaded cultural term 

about which many people of India are very serious. 

4.1. w. BHŪTAVAIDYAM 

Hutch: Witchcraft 

 As has alredy been explained above, Bhootavaidyam is a kind of treatment by 

speciliast to chase away the evil spirits/ghosts from the person they have enterd. 

 On the otherhand, the term given by Hutchinson has translation of Bhootavaidyam is 

not at all faithful. Witchcraft is a kind of magic, i.e called by different names, such as 

prayogam, chetabadi, kshudramu,..etc, is a process which is entrusted to a practioner of such 

a process inorder to take revenge against the enimies, sometimes even relatives. 

 Therefore Hutchinson’s translation cannot be acceptable. 

4.1. x. VĀYUBHAK ṢAṆAM 

Hutch: One who subsisted on air and did Penance. 

 The translation of vāyubhakṣaṇam offerd by Hutchinson is correct to some extent. 

Then there is the problem with the word Penance as an equivalent of Tapassu. 

 In most of the English translation of Indian literature, by both indigenious as well as 

foreign scholars, there has been the practice of translating Tapass as penance. 

 But the back translation of Penance is not Tapass, but Prāyaścittam, which means to 

repent a bad or sinister dead, i.e committed. 

 On the other hand Tapaśś, in Indian philosophy is a heavely loaded term i.e simply 

impossible to translate into a single word/term. 

 In yoga philosophy Tapaśś is used to denote ‘patience against opposite pairs’, such as 

hot and cold, confort and misery, health and illhealth etc. 
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 Further ‘Tapaśś’ is also used to denote performance of certain vratās (leading an 

ascetic life). 

4.1. y. PANCĀGNI 

Hutch: Five fires. 

    The translation ‘five fires’ offered by Hutchinson for the term ‘pancāgni’ does not take the 

reader anywhere. Such culture specific terms should be provided with an explanation either 

as foot notes or endnotes, without which a person belonging to the other culture shall not be 

in a position to understand what these ‘five fires’ mean. 

 It is difficult to say as to wheather the translator from the west, Mr.Hutchinson had 

digested the complicated cultural customs of India. 

4.1. z. GĀJULU 

Hutch: Bangles 

 Apparently, Hutchinson did not, for the reasons better known to him, even attempt the 

term which has got a lot of cultural significance, especially for a married women. The 

bangles are one of the five things that are essential for a married woman to be called a 

‘muttaiduva’ in telugu and sumangali in Sanskrit. Such a woman is considered to be highly 

auspicious and preferred in different household as well as spiritual activities. 

 The reader, who follows Hutchinson’s translation will be loosing a lot of cultural 

information associated with the bangles. 

4.1. aa. RĀGICEMBU 

Hutch: Coper mug 

The translation offered by Hutchinson may be close to the container in question, in their 

culture. Rather there is a hidden meaning behind the qualifier raagi (copper) as one should, 

from the point of view of health and hygine use a copper pot regularly. 

 For this it would have been better, had Hutchinson added some notes explaining the 

significance of using a copper pot in Āyurvēdic tradition. 
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4.1. ab. GHUṆĀKṢARANYĀYAM 

Hutch: A literal freak of Nature. 

 In this translation Hutchinson offered ‘A literal freak of nature’ for 

Ghuṇākṣaranyāyam. Obviously Hutchinson;s words do not denote the very meaning that is 

there behind this norm. No doubt, the incident is freak but not every freak incident in nature 

can be refered to by the loaded term rather; there should be eating of wood or paper by a 

termite and eaten portion should reflect the shape of a letter then only the term is used. 

Therefore a simple explanation has to be offered for the benefit of the reader. 

4.1. ac. MAḌIBAṬṬALU 

Hutch: Wash cloths. 

Apparently this is a term that is very difficult to understand for people of other cultures. Even 

in India, this Telugu term is used only across Andhra (where Telugu is spoken). 

 The significance of the aspect can be explained in terms of health and hygine also. 

But a devotee is not supposed to approach the place of worship or get involved in any activity 

of spiritual value, without being madi. 

4.1. ad. KAḶḶĀPU 

Hutch:Sprinkl cow dung water. 

 Again this term is also related to health and hygine. The water mixed with cow dung 

or turmeric act as a deterrent of bacteria and insects that may try to enter the premises, where 

people live, bathe and dine. This concept follows the norm ‘prevention is better than cure’. 

4.1. ae. MAILA NĪḶḶU 

Hutch: Dirty water. 

 The translation of Hutchinson i.e, Dirty water for Maila is totally baseless. The term 

refers to the question of purity and impurity. During the birth and death of a closely related 

person people get impurity for somedays. This is called ‘asowcha’ or ‘maila’ such a 

significant and serious aspect of Indian tradition cannot be denoted by translations such as 

that of Hutchinson. 
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4.1. af. VĒDĀNTA 

Hutch: Book knowledge. 

Vēdānta which literally means ‘the end of Vēda’ refers to the Upanishats which advocate 

jnānam that directly leads to ‘mōksha’. 

There is one called Vēdānta darśanam that preaches Jn͂ ānam. 

Therefore the terse word requires some explanation for a clear understanding of the reader. 
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CHAPTER-5 

CONCLUSIONS 

So, by and large, in the light of the survey carried out in terms of translation studies, 

selecting some portions of the first novel of Telugu viz, Rajasekhara Charitra, it can be 

concluded that translation of a work i.e rich in culture requires a deep understanding of the 

culture of the source language and the target language.  

The problem will be much more complicated when a person from a different culture 

ventures upon the task of rendering a text such as Rajaśekhara Charitra. 

It may be noted that mere understanding of a culture does not quality a person to do 

justice to his job of translation, rather digesting the culture in question, along with the 

nuances of the same. 

Hutchinson’s rendering is one such example of this problem. Some of the important 

conclusions and observations drawn basing on my research work i.e. Problems of Translation 

from Telugu to English with special reference to Rajasekhra Charitra are mentioned here 

under: 

PRAMĀṆAVACANAMU 

 Pramāṇa is a valid means of knowledge. Different philosophies accept different number 

of pramāṇās. Three are accepted as valid means of knowledge by all orthodox schools. They 

are: 

1.Pratyakṣa – perception 

      2.Anumāna – inference 

     3.Śabda – testimony of the truthful persons. 

Eg: We observe that fire burns and that water is cold. Here the means of knowledge is 

perception or prathyakṣa. We observe smoke and infer the presence of fire; this is an example 

of knowledge through inference or anumāna. When somebody says there are fruits at the 

river bank, we go to riverbank, to get those fruits. Here neither perception nor inference in 

instrumental in our knowledge of there being fruits at the river bank. Here our means of 

knowledge is verbal testimony or śabda(āptavākya.) It is valid as long as the testifier speaks 
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the truth. Traditionals, within verbal testimony Vēdic sentences are accorded the higher 

preference and are called Śrutipramāṇā, which is beyond perception and inference. There is a 

class of texts called smṛuti text which describe or interprete dharma. These are called smruthi 

pramāṇās. Sentences from authoritative text books are classified under the same head. One 

such verse has been called  pramāṇavacana. 

Hutch: ? 

Dict: ? 

 

 DUŚŚAKUNAM 

 It is considered an ill omen to see widows or such unlucky people by and while going 

on an auspicious task. Widowhood is considered as proof that the woman concerned is 

unlucky and that her bad luck will rub off on others as well. We use the word “luck” in 

English but the original Telugu word actually translates as “unseen”(adṛṣtam). In other words 

one’s papa and puṇya are what are unseen. Therefore whatever happens to a person good or 

bad is not a question of luck; it is a result, fruit of past karma. There is no word for “luck” in 

Telugu. 

Therefore difficulties like widowhood are not random but are brought upon oneself due to the 

agency of the person concerned. This is the reason an association with and seeing widows etc 

is specially avoided during major events like marriage. When all the persons concerned 

accept the karma siddhanta and appreciate it fully, the effort is towards doing as much good 

karma as possible. When this appreciation is lacking, people talk loosely about widows etc as 

pāpishṭi (sinner) and duradṛṣtavanturālu(unlucky;literally the one who possesses “bad/ 

unseen”,papa or demerit i.e.) often to their face. And the widows also feel wronged since they 

do not see their agency in the unfortunate event leaning to their widowhood. 

Three levels viz, 

1.Katha- some of the key observations and events need to be understood at multiple levels. At 

the surface level to appreciate the story properly, one must understand the custom which is 

being referred to. 

Eg: In the incident where Rukmini is told that her husband has died, the author describes the 

difficulties a widow would have to face; one of them is during the time of festivals and 

auspicious events. At the surface level we need to understand that festivals and auspicious 

events are the times of plenty and merry. This is, when all the relatives and friends get to see 

each other, eat, talk, sing, dance and make merry. In a way, life is enjoyed during these 
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events. A widow is given a limited opportunity to participate in the festivities. This social 

exclusion hurts badly and is accentuated by the good time others are having. This is the 

surface level understanding. 

2. The next layer of understanding must be to appreciate the custom properly and to know 

where it has gone wrong, so that appropriate reforms may be effected. In this case one could 

trace the custom as a means of preventing promiscuous behaviour and to keep otherwise 

radical behaviour under check. In the absence of family bonds, the chances for such 

behaviour may be seen to be higher.  

The moment one has a functional family, the pressure exerted by those bonds keeps the social 

behaviour in check.  If this is the reason for the custom then what is necessary or what is 

possible is not only suppression of widows. Providing family bonds would be an equally 

effective solution. These reformers advocated widow remarriage rather than a situation of 

free for all. 

3.This is the deeper level of understanding of the reason for the custom and the need for, or 

possibility of reforms. An attempt would be made therefore to bring out the deeper level 

understanding of certain customs. 

Hutch: Frightful piece 

Dict: ? 

 

CINTAPAṀḌU 

Cintapaṁḍu- tintriṇi in Sanskrit, Tamarind in English, Tamarindus Indica in Latin. 

The new tamarind is good as a laxative and kills gout while increasing phlegm and as such 

not to be consumed by patients. 

The tamarind, that is one year old acts against all diseases caused by the trinity of humours, 

increases sperm count, strengthens heart, good for recuperating patients. 

Excessive consumption would cause cough and affects spleen, heart, digestive system etc. 

In south India the decoction of tamarind, seasoned with other ingredients such as pepper, 

cumin seeds, asafoetida, mustard seeds, chillies etc is consumed with rice regularly and is 

considered as having so many medical values.  
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TAPASSU 

Hutch: Penance. 

Here, like most of the other translators Hutchinson also gives the term ‘Penance’, as 

translation of ‘Tapassu’. Also some English-Telugu and other dictionaries also give the same 

word. Rather, if one goes to the meaning of the word ‘Penance’ on Oxford and other 

dictionaries it means a punishment for a sin. Therefore back translation has failed. It may not 

be surprising to note that most of the translators just translate the term ‘Tapass’ as ‘Penance’ 

but this is not correct for the said reasons. 

Such facts assert the need for a deep understanding of the part of the translator. And 

the responsibilities are burden is increased manifold in cases of cultures such as Indian. 

Different kinds of Tapass (Vācika, sāraka and Mānasika) are described in Bhagavatgīta. 

HARIBHAJANA AND BHAKTI 

Rather a survey of Indian literature vouches to the fact that the term bhakti is pregnant with 

meaning and it is better to adapt the term rather than try for a rendering. 

The first hymn (Ṛ.K) of Ṛgveda, that is ‘Agnimīḷe purohitam’ (I praise agni who is a 

priest)...etc suggests that Bhakti has been there since time immemorial. 

The term bhakti is formed from the root bhaj= sevayam (to serve), by adding the suffix- 

striyam ktin- Pāṇiṇi sūtram-3-3-94.  

Here are some definitions of bhakti from various sources. ‘Ṥāndilya maharshi- defines Bhakti 

thus- sā parā anuraktiḥ Eśware (sūtram2) - exclusive love in Iśwara is called Pārābhakti. 

Nārada compiled the following sūtra (Nārada bhakti sūtram25)- Sā tu karma jñāna  

yōgyebhyaḥ api adhikatarā- this bhakti is greater than karma, jñāna and yoga. 

Ṥāndilya devides bhakti into two Parā (primary) and Gauṇī (secondary). 

Nārada devides bhakti into three-kāyika (related to body), vācika (related to speech).and 

mānasika (related to mind) 

In (Padma Purāṇa) and Skanda Purāṇa (Prabhāsa khaṇda chapter107) another three types of 

bhakti is added to the above three-loukiki  (related to mundane things), Vaidiki (related to 

Vedās) and Ādhyātmiki (spiritual). Again Vaidiki is of two types due to Sānkhya and Yoga. 
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In Bhāgavatamahāpurāṇa (7-5-23) nine kinds of bhakti is mentioned- 

sravaṇam kīrtanam vishṇoh smaraṇam pādasevanam ׀ 

archanam vandanam dāsyam sakhyam ātmanivedanam ׀׀ 

To listen to the stories of Vishnu, to praise Hari, to think about him, serving his feet, worship, 

saluting, service, friendship and surrender. 

Bhagavadgīta (9-26) also discusses the concept of bhakti. 

patram puṣpam phalaṃ toyam yọ me bhaktyā prayachati 

tadaham bhaktyupahṛtam aśnāmi prayatātmanaḥ. 

Ṥrī Kriṣhna tells Arjuna “I shall happily accept a leaf or flower or fruit or even water that is 

offered with devotion by anybody” 

Hutch: Devotion. 

Sankara: A divine service or worship accompanied with music. 

OXD: Worship accompanied by music, chanting or prayers. 

MIRIYĀLU 

Sanskrit-marīcha, English-Pepper (black and white), Latin-pipernigirum. 

According to Āyurveda raw pepper causes phlegm whereas the dried one would kill the 

same.Further pepper (mostly the black one) is filled with many virtues of basic 

medicinalvalues and as such it is regularly consumed, mostly in mixed form, by the people 

acrossIndian subcontinent. It is also used for medication caused by vāta (gout). The powder 

or decoction of pepper and dry ginger (śunṭhί) is very useful for the patients suffering from 

common cold, fever and cough. 

In Āyurveda it is mentioned that pepper is hot in nature, dilutes phlegm, and evaporates the 

water in the body, purifies the blood, increases appetite, prevents heart diseases, tuberculosis, 

piles, diabetes and increases the count in the sperm it also causes increase in memory power 

and digestive power. 

“bāla prāṇapradā prōktā yuvatί prāṇadhāriṇί 

prauḍha karōti vṛddhatvaḿ vṛddhā maraṇamādiśet” 

Too young a girl would increase the longevity, a young girl would help in maintaining the 
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longevity and an elderly girl would cause early aging while too elder a girl would cause 

earlydeath. 

Therefore it cannot be said that a thing or ingredient would have the same virtues for all the 

time. 

Āyurveda also explains that pepper is not good for all people suffering from anaemia, heart 

diseases, heat in the body etc. Such people may have problems of throat, heart and liver. The 

antidotes are ghee (clarified butter), honey etc. 

 

MUHŪRTAM 

Literally it means ‘‘an auspicious time of forty eight minutes of duration’’. 

   It is of two types- Sumuhūrtaṃ(auspicious) 

                           -Durmuhūrtam(inauspicious) 

   The siddhānthi after complex calculations and study of throw of the planetary transits        

would fix the ‘Sumuhūrtās and Durmuhūrtās’ and records in a ‘Paṃcāṃgaṃ’ every year. A 

Paṃcāṃgaṃ is an authority as a reference book for following the regular position of time, 

planets, stars etc. 

 

MAILA 

Maila also called aśauca- means unclean state. It refers to the mourning period following  

death of somebody near. The uncleanness referred to his more mental than physical. Different 

mourning periods are prescribed for different relatives. For instance in many communities, 

twelve or thirteen days of mourning is prescribed for immediate family (parents/spouses and 

children) ten days for near (Brother and male cousins of the gotra and their families) three 

days for women of the family married into other families, one and half day for those twice 

removed by marriage and one for other relatives. The exact mourning period is complicated 

and elders or Siddhānti compute the mourning period based on custom and precedence. 

Determining the mourning period is important because during that period the effected family 

does not mingle with others, does not celebrate any festivals, does not go to temples, does not 

perform any auspicious things, or otherwise involve in any transactions.  
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DHANURMĀSA  

 Most of the people in Telugu country follow the lunar calendar usually, but there are 

exceptions especially amongst Vaiṣṇavās. The solar calendar is preferred in Tamil speaking 

country wherein the month lasts from Samkrānti to Samkrānti. Samkrānti is the time when 

sun enters a new zodiac sign. January fourteenth on which day the sun enters the zodiac sign 

makara (Capricorn) is called Makara Samkrānti. The solar month ending with Makara 

samkrānti is called the month Dhanus (Sagittarius) named after the zodiac sign. This solar 

month is believed to be dear to Viṣnu and special services are performed in all temples of 

Viṣnu. The lunar month concurrent, at least partley with Dhanurmāsa is puṣya, which also 

Nandi Rāghavācārya refers to. 

Hutch: Sagittarius. 

Sankara: The solar month during which the sun occupies the sign of Saggitarius. 

OXD: Name of the solar month (December-January) when the sun is in the sign of  

 Sagitarius. 
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Appendix – I Source text  

Telugu text from “Rajasekhara Charitra” 

 

Appendix – II Translated text  

Translation text from Hutchinson “A tale of Hindu D omestic Life” 

 








































































































































































































































































































































































































